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OPINIONS

TATTY-GENERA- L

and also opened the federal court in
the absence of II. S. Marshal C. M.
Foraker who was on delayed Santa
Fe train No. 8.
Opionions by Attorney General.
Attorney General Frank W. Clancy
upon request of Traveling Auditor
Charles V. Safford has given the following three opinions:
Advertising Refunding Bonds.
Hon. C. V. Safford, Traveling Auditor,
Roswell, New Mexico.
Dear Sir In response to your inquiry as to whether it is necessary
to advertise county refunding bonds
and sell the same to the highest bidder, I have to say that there appears
to be no statutory provision on this
subject.. An .issue of. such refunding
bonds, jf 'otherwise rn accordance
with statutory requirements and 11m-- j
itations, would undoubtedly be valid
without any advertising,, and if sold
by negotiation with a sirfgle intending purchaser; but: in the absence of
some special reason for proceeding
in this way, no board of county commissioners having the interests of the
in
county at heart, would proceed
any other than the ordinary method
of advertising for bids for any such
bonds, reserving the right of course,
to reject any bid for sufficient reasons
I would strongly urge county commissioners to give the utmost publicity possible to every such transaction
so that the best possible price may
be secured, and there would be no
opportunity for any imputation upon
the honesty or good faith of the
county authorities.
Yours truly,
FANK W. CLANCY,
Attorney General.
Capital Stock of Territorial Banks.
Hon. C. V. Safford, Traveling Auditor.
Santa Fe, N. M.
Dear Sir I have received your letter of the 12th instant, asking me
to advise you what I consider your
duties in cases where territorial
banks having organized with a capital of thirty thousand dollars, of
which fifteen thousand were paid in
at the time of organization, have
failed to pay the other fifteen thousand at the end of a year. I assume that this question must refer
to the provisions of section 244 of
the Compiled Laws of 1897. That
section provides that no bank shall
transact business until at least fifty
per cent of its capital stock shall have
been paid in in cash, with a further
provision that such bank shall not
"continue to transact business beyond
the period of one year unless the
capital stock of such bank shall have
been fully paid up in cash."' It is to
be noted, however, that the act of
which this section is a part, provides
no penalty for the violation of this
requirement. With the law in that
condition, there could be no termination of the existence of the bank or
of its power to transact business, except upon judicial proceedings begun
by the Territory, and, naturally, no
such proceedings would ever be begun as long as you could report that
the bank was solvent and safe.
There is, however, a provision in
section 254 which might be very embarrassing to the bank which had
failed to comply with this provision,
as the last cited section, which makes
it unlawful for any one to carry on
the business of banking without having complied with the provisions of
the act, declares that all contracts
made with bankers doing business
contrary to the act are null and void.
Certainly, the attention of all such
bankers should be called to this provision of law.
Coming now to your duties as to
banks, they appear to be found only
in chapter 96 of the Laws of 1909. By
section 4 of that act, it is made your
duty to take certain proceedings when
it appears to you that a bank is insolvent, and section 7 declares what
shall be deemed insolvency. Clearly
you are not called upon to take any
action as to such banks as those of
which you write under these sections.
The only section which can be considered as touching the matter, so far
as your duties are concerned, Is section 8 of the same act, which authorizes you to notify banks of which
the capital stock has been Impaired,
to make the Impairment good within
90 Odays, but this is again defective
in not fixing any penalty or punishment for failure on the part of the
bank to make" the impairment good.
The obvious intent of the law is
that no bank shall be permitted to do
busines swith less than thirty thousand dollars of fully paid-u- p
capital,'
and the public has a right to assume
that every bank doing business for
more than one year has a full cash
capital of not less than thirty thousand dollars. With this in mind, it
seems clear that the failure to pay
the second half of the thirty thousand
dollars constitutes an impairment of
the capital of the bank, and, therefore, it would be your duty, under
section 8 of the Laws of 1909, to notify such a bank to make the impairment good within 900 days. It may
seem that this is a harsh procedure
In cases where the fifteen thousand
dollars is sufficient, for all practical
purposes, but, in the face of a positive statutory provision, a ministerial
executive officer',' has no lawful au-
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Twelve Assessment
Schedules.
Although the law demands that
county assessors have their assessment rolls in the hands of the territorial traveling auditor by the first
TMonday in September, Traveling Auditor Charles V. Safford has thus
tar received only fourteen of the
assessment rolls. On next
twenty-siMonday, the territorial board of equalization will meet to go over the rolls.
Today the rolls of Valencia and SanThe
doval counties were received.
gross assessment returned by Sandoval county is $1,036,980, the exemptions are $51,200, leaving a net asThe agriculsessment of $l,005.76o.
tural lands and improvements are
"valued at $63,743; the grazing lands
and improvements at $258,440; 3,420
town lots at $10,930; 47,990 acres of
timber lands at $44,480; 740 acres of
coal lands at $12,410; 568 acres of
mining lands at $28,695; telegraph
and telephone lines at $6,060; railroads at $329,490; flouring mills $50;
saw mills $1,775; 720 horses at
68 mules $1,020; 1,688 cattle at
33,763 sheep at $59,080;
$17,165;
2,700 goats, at $2,700; 98 burros at
$231; 319 wagons at $5,225; 73 sewing machines $790; saddles and harness $2,053; merchandise $18,825;
capital in manufacturing $225; farming implements $1,855; saloon fixtures
$165; money $60; watches and clocks
$220; books $155; gold and silver
I)late $30; musical instruments $280;
household furniture $5,233.
'
Valencia county's assessment is
$1,737,374.46
exemptions $29,700, net
assessment" $1,707,674.46.
The valuation of 5,926 acres of agricultural
lands with improvements is $49,330;
1,249,828 acres of grazing lands
x

$11,-25-

.

$661,-:S1-

159 town

lots

37,113
$50,365;
lands $55,669; 876

acres of timber
miles of telegraph and telephone lines
$13,584; irrigation ditches $1,000; 113
miles of railroad $589,139;
flouring
549
mills $7,200; saw mills $100;
horses $8,008; 60 mules $828; 2,367
cattle $22,894; 103,370 sheep
$182,-64-

120 goats $120; 9 swine $40.50;
107 burros $278; 199 wagons $5,117;
34 sewing machines $324; saddle and
harness $972.50; merchandise $51,-62capital in manufactures $75;
farming implements $1,613; saloon
fixtures $250; money $3,067; watches
and clocks $139.50; books $225; gold
and silver plate $305; musical instruments $2,480; household furniture
:
$5,455; shares of stock $11,841; tools
:
$5,045; honey bees $16.

0;

;

Assistant Superintendent Denies
Charges.
Assistant Superintendent of Public
Instruction Acasio Gallegos feels
keenly the charge made by La
Catolica which accuses him of
"having addressed the Normal Institute at Las Vegas to the effect that
the Catholic schools were being run
for money. Mr. Gallegos has affidavits
from teachers who heard his address
denying that he made such remarks
or any remarks that can be construed
In that manner. Mr. Gallegos said
today: "It always has been my view
and I have frequently expressed it
that but for the Catholic institutions
founded as long ago as 1851 and 1859
and for the mission schools, the education of the
people would have been greatly neglect-d- .
Notwithstanding the attacks upon me I will continue to give those
schools full credit for the splendid
"work they are doing and the great
"benefit, they are to the people. My
impression is that La Revista Catoli-chas been misinformed."
Re-vis- ta

Spanish-America- n

a

Notaries

Public.

Governor Curry has appointed the
following notaries public: Alphonse
.Bernalillo
Tleischer, Albuquerque,
county; Joseph Charles Gilbert, Roswell, Chaves county. '
Incorporation Papers Amended.
The Logan Lumber Company of
Otero county, today filed
amended incorporation papers in the
office of Territorial Secretary Jaffa,

Increasing the capital stock to
divided into 3,000 shares and appointing H. J. Anderson n'ev Mexico
agent.
District Court
Today being a legal holiday, all
'that was done In district court today
was to call and examine the U. S.
grand and petit juries and the territorial grand jury. The panel in each
case was exhausted and new venires
will be issued tomorrow. Mayor Jose
.D. Sena was sworn in as interpreter
$300,-00- 0

NORTH POLE?

CELEBRATIONS

Peary Telegraphs Expected Trouble at
Associated Press
Pittsburg Failed
He Did
to Develon
L

AS1IIRS

Cent Invested.

Dmrjuns

The annual convention of the New
Mexico Association of Firemen, and
also of tht' Fin" Chief's Association,
will be held at Carlsbad. Eddy county,
on October 5. 6 and 7. The object of
the first named association is the!
protection of the widows and orphans!
of firemen and the care of sick and!
disabled firemen. During the past
nine fears, the association has allevi-ated much suffering and has paid the
funeral expenses of its dead, two of
them from this city, and has prompt-- '
The Chiefs"
ly paid all obligations.
Association was formed for the pur- Explorer Sent Data Gathered
pose of calling together annually the
by Him to United
officers of all fire departments anil
in
to
service
better
the
companies
States.
New- Mexico and both organisations'
to hold a tournament showing just;
New York, Sept. 6. Brooklyn is
what the firemen can do in quick ac- -'
tion and also to show new apparatus making preparations for reception of
and machines for the control of fires. Dr. Frederick A. Cook on his return
The Santa Fe fire department feels from the conquest of the north althat this city should be represented though the date of his return is still
at Carlsbad by a team as it has been uncertain. It has become known that
at all tournaments in former years, the bulk of the data, gather by the exwhere it always stood at the head and pedition and on which depends the
front of all other fire departments. In proof of the contention that Cook realformer years, the ".ssistance of citi- ly reached the pole has been shipped
zens of Santa Fe was not asked to to America in charge of Harry Whithelp in sending a team, but as the ney. This is announced in answer to
firemen are contracting for a new the request of Danish scientists who
building to cost about $S,0H0, are re- wishes to see the astronomical obserbuilding apparatus and purchasing vations, claiming tey would require
new appliances, they feel obliged to but a short time for an astronomer to
ask citizens at this time for assist- determine if he really reached the
ance financially. As an advertisement Iole, as it is said it would be imposfor the businessmen and enterprise of sible to fake a series of observations
the Capital City of New Mexico, the successfully.
The doubts of the dissending of a team to Carlsbad will covery of the pole based on the asHe a boost, as there will be delegasertion of Cooks that he previously
tions present from all over New Mex- ascended Mount McKinley which was
ico and especially from the Pecos doubted.
valley. Santa Fe cannot afford to alGermans Congratulate Cook.
low the champion fire team to remain! Berlin, Sept. 6. Two
leading Gerat home.
man Geographical Soiceties have sent
congratulations to Dr. Cook, acknowlMASONIC REUNION
edging the fine achievement but awaitSEPTEMBER TWENTIETH. ing the production of proof before ac-

Want to Examine
Cook's Scientific

Observations

j

1

RAISED

STARSAND STRIPES CHARGES

AREJNVESTIGATED

Admiral Melville Believes Clarence Darrow Addresses
the Second Claimant to
Fifty Thousand Workmen
Honor.
at San Francisco.
New York, Sept.

6.

The

following:

dispatch was received here today:
"Indian Harbor, via Cape Ray, N. P.,
Sept. 6: To Associated Press, New
York, N. Y. Stars and stripes nailed to
north pole. (Signed) Peary."
"That dispatch from Peary means
that he at last has achieved what
he has so long been after," said Henry Gannett, vice president of the National Geographic
"I
am
Society.
glad he got to the north pole, whether
he was first to reach it or not. The
dispatch can signify only Peary's own
achievement as even if Cook was the
first to have left anything there it
might have floated miles away. Peary
is personally popular with scientists
in Washington and the government
has started to give him a rousing reception when he gets back. Presi
dent Willis N. Moore of the National
Geographical
Society and Gannett
will confer tomorrow
regarding action to be taken by the society.
Admiral Melville Believes Peary.
Philadelphia, Pa., Sept. 6. Admiral
Melville, when informed of the Peary
dispatch said: "If Peary telegraphed
to the Associated Press that he has
found the pole, I believe it and say:
'Bully for him.' "
The foregoing is the startling and
laconic message and the only available information up to this. hour. It
was received at New York at 12:o0
p. m. through the Postal Telegraph
Company. It was handed in at Indian
harbor, Labrador, thence sent by wire
less to Cape Bay, New Foundland,
thence to Port Aux Basques by the
New Foundland government land
lines, thence to Canso, Nova Scotia,
by cable to New York.
New Foundland Congratulated.
St Johns, N. F., Sept. 6. Commander Peary has just telegraphed the
governor of New Foundland announcing that he discovered the pole and
congratulating New Foundland in her
part of the expedition, the crew of
Peary's steamer being New

Pittsburg, Pa., Sept. B. The expected trouble with the strikers at the
Pressed Steel Car Company's plant
during the Labor Day celebration did
not materialize, the strikers making
no effort to gather in numbers. It was'
announced after a conference between
Tr. S. District
Attorney Jordan and
special government agents that the
employment asent laws are being violated at the plant.
The report will be made to Washington before action is taken. Neither
Emma Goldman nor Alexander Berk-mawill be allowed to address the
strikers today.
Darrow Speaks at Frisco.
San Francisco, Calif., Sept. 6 Fifty
thousand men participated in the parades here and at Oakland before the
joint celebration at Spell Mound park.
The meeting was addressed by Clarence S. Darrow, who defended Mover,
Haywood and Petti bone in their trials
at Boise.
n
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cepting every statement concerning

NOVEMBER 18

Senate Committee
Will Visit This
City

,

Found-lander-

The Roosevelt is Safe.
York, Sept. 6. A telegram
received here today for Herbert L.
Bridgman, secretary of the Peary
Arctic Club of America, reads as follows:
"Herbert L. Bridgman, Brooklyn, N. Y.
"Pole reached. Roosevelt safe.
(Signed) Peary."
New

Will Leave Denver on Nov-

ember First and Make
Circuit of West.
Cheyenne, Wyo.", Sept.

6.

The

Sen-

ate irrigation investigation committee
now in session here have announced
the following itinerary of its investigation trip statrting at Denver on November 1: November 1, Gunnison
tun-ne-

r,

Colo.; November 2,
Grand Junction; November
Utah,
Nevada, California and Oregon projects; November 13, Yuma, Ariz.; NoBURGLARS BLOW UP BANK SAFE. vember 15, Roosevelt dam, southern
Fergus Falls, Minn., Sept. 6. Burg- Arizona; November 16, El Paso; Nolars blew the "safe of the First State vember 18, Santa Fe.
bank at Fox Home, 15 miles west of
here early this morning, secured WIFE OF BANDIT
$2,000 in cash and escaped on a hand
LEADS CAMP MEETING.
car which afterwards they threw into
the river near Breckenridge.
Mrs. Jesse James Daily Attendant at
Ocean Grove Evangelistic
Gatherings.
IN
New York, Sept. 6. Mrs. Jesse
James, widow of the notorious Missouri bandit, has been one of the most
enthusiastic and active attendants of
E
the annual evangelisstic camp meeting at Ocean Grove, N. J., daily leading meetings in song and praper. Mrs.
James has been living quietly at the
the resort and her relationship to
dreaded bandit became known only by
Montrose,

18

Credence Given to
Story of Re-

accident.
LACK OF INTEREST

lapse

LOSES ELECTION,
E

Upon Promise of Railroad
Magnate He Would
Keep Press Posted.

I

!

Santa Fe is
Defeated :
Overwhelmingly
at the Polls.
The election heW last S?turday for
the purpose of deciding whether or not
the city limits should be extended resulted in a severe defeat for those who
favored the extension. The people of
Santa Fe, generally appeared to take
little or no interest in the matter
otherwise the result would haye been
different. The vote was as follows:
In Favor.
Against.
3
..
117
Ward No. 1
13
156
Ward No. 2 . ...
37
28
Ward No. 3 . ...
20
.
82
Ward No. 4
Possibility of Greater

New York, S .,t. 6. An afternoon
paper gives creuence to the statement
that E. H. Harriman suffered a relapse
late last night and that his condition
is very serious. The truth of the report cannot be confirmed asi all inquiries at Arden, the Harriman home,
are referred to the Union Pacific offices which are closed today. A week
LAURENTIAN RUNS ASHORE.
ago, all newspaper men, were withdrawn from Arden after the issuance
St. John's, N. F., Sept. 6. The Allen
of a statement by Harriman in which line steamship, Laurentian, from Boshe said: "If there was or should be ton for Glasgow, ran ashore near Cape
anything serious I will let the press Race this morning in a dense fog. It
thority to exercise any discretion know and as I have never deceived Is feared that the ship will be a total
them I ask that the press withdraw i wreck, but sixty passengers were
(Continued on Page Eight)
their representatives and rely on me." taken oft safely.
;

CHANCE TO
HELP THE FIREMEN.

Incidentally Santa Fe Will Receive
Full Value Returned for Every

--

Traveling Auditor Still Shy

MY

LABOR

NO. 264

...
...

Deputy Sovereign
Inspector General the expedition as fact.
For Oklahoma and New
Mexico Here.
YOUTHFUL TRAVELERS
LEAVE SANTA FE.
Hon. J. Harper Cunningham
of
Guthrie, Oklahoma, deputy sovereign
Boys Set Out Upon the
inspector general, for the territories AbernathyReturn
Journey for
of Oklahoma and New Mexico, has
Guthrie.
in
Fe to

Santa
take charge
arrived
of the ceremonies in connection with
the conferring of the higher degrees The Abernathy boys, Louis and
on a large class of novices of Scottish Temple, sons of United States MarRite Masons which will assemble on shal John R. Abernathy, at noon toSeptember 20 from all parts of the day set out on their ponies, for home,
Territory. Practice is being held ev- They have spent four days in Santa
ery day by the teams that will work Fe as the guests of Governor Curry
the degrees and the prospects are at the executive mansion. Their fathvery auspicious for a Masonic re- er arrived here on Friday and today
union of considerable magnitude. Mr. accompanied the boys on horseback
Cunningham has just returned from intending to go as far as Las Vegas
Seattle and Spokane, and although where he will take the train and then
let the boys proceed alone. The litlaid out by washouts for forty-eighours at Needles, California, is full tle fellows the oldest of whom is nine
of energy and enthusiasm to make and the younger only five, made the
the reunion a success. In Spokane trip from Guthrie, Oklahoma, in the
he was elected one of the board of short space of two weeks, discounting
governors of the Irrigation Congress. the four days spent at Roswell as the
All
Mr. Cunningham is confident
that guests of Mayor Richardson.
work on the Scottish Rite Cathedral along their route they met with most
in this city will be begun this fall. hospitable treatment receiving shelter and food. Only one night were
they compelled to sleep in the open,
YOUNG GIRL CUT TO PIECES.
that being just before they reached
Roswell. Night overtook them when
Detroit, Mich., Sept. 6. Tied in a there was absolutely no sign of a
bay, the torso of a young girl was dis- habitation. Nothing daunted,
howcovered today in Ecorse creek, at ever, the lads tethered their ponies on
Ecorse, a suburb of Detroit. The head, the open prairies and amid the howlarms and legs have not been found ing of wolves among the foothills,
and it is impossible to identify the they curled up on the bare ground and
body.
Not until late the next day
slept.
did they reach a dwelling place, havhours withing gone twenty-seveout food or water. But never a whimI
per escaped them. Both are little
athletes and stood the journey well,
not being in the least tired when Sanwas reached. The suggestion
CREW MURDERED ofta Fe
the Governor that they lie down
and rest, was laughed at, as the boys
wanted to romp about and see
on
things. The distance covered
the trip" was nearly twelve hundred
miles. Counting the return trip the
boys will have covered about twenty-fiv- e
hundred miles. Both are intelligent and well educated, in fact remarkably so for their ages. Their
courage and fortitude is actually marvelous, but neither seemed to regard
ASHORE
the feat of making so extraordinary
a ride, as being much out of the ordin

Tragic Fate of
French Schooner
Qualite

oImIeBBIDES

nary.

Natives of New Hebrides
Make Short Shrift of
Seamen.
Sydney, N. S. W., Sept. 6. The captain and crew of the French schooner,
Qualite, engaged in recruiting laborers, have been murdered by the natives of the Mallicollo Islands In the
New Hebrides. The vessel was driven
ashore by a stornl and the crew was
overcome after a stubborn resistance.
A British warship is investigating.

PERISHED

IN

FLAGSTAFF ICE CAVES.
Ohio Man Accompanied
By Native
Residents Lost and Probably
Fell Into Crevasse. '

Flagstaff,
Ariz.,
Sept. 6. John
Mohlenhap, of Newark, Ohio, and J.
S. Price of Flagstaff, are lost in the
ice caves at Lake Mary, ten miles
south of here. They entered the'
caves last night .expecting to eo hut
a short distance but the sound of
HE WENT THE PACE RAPIDLY. their voices soon ceased and
it Is beChicago, 111., Sept. 6. Young Griffo, lieved they slipped into a crevasse in
once one of the greatest fighters of the ice and perished. The ice caves
the prize ring, is under arrest here, a have been visited for years but nevphysical and mental wreck. The ar- er thoroughly explored.- - A searching
rest was made at the instance of Aus- party left Flagstaff this mornine In
tralian relatives.
an attempt to recover the bodies.
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rose loaf tell throush the moveless.
alr
nd was lost oil the somber earthi
lading beaut v, a world made lair,
worth
This wtle
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THE REPUTATION OF CARRYING THE
MOST COMPLETE LINE OF DRY GOODS

SPECIALY
OF

.

Shoes (American Lady)

MEN'S SUITS MADE TO ORDER
'
Suits (Hart Schaff ner & Marx)
"
Shoes (Hanan)
"
(Plorsheim)
"
" (AmericanGentleman)
'
Hats (John
"
Shirts (The ElgiD)
"
Fane j Vests
Stock is fresh and up to date prices are very reasonable
come at once and give us a trial.

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.?
MONEY TO LOAN
notes, diamonds and Jewelry as low as $10 and as high as $200.
Loans are strictly private. T me one month to one year. Rates are
reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.

On

Win. FAR AH

at SALMON Store

NATHAN SALMON.
San Francisco Street..
The largest and the only

Phone 10a
store In Santa Fe.

100 lbs Pansy Flour
50 "

"

$3.30

"

100"

Bobolink

50 "

"

1.65

$3.20

:

1.60

:

We Give

I

But it chanced that a smile like a
gleam of light
Flashei from a kindly face.
And it lives today, in a love of right
And a new man's nobler place.
Charles V. Stevenson.
U.
Removed
S. Commissioner
Postmaster Parker at Fort Sumner,
Guadalupe county, has been removed
as U. S. commissioner by Judge A.
Cooley.
'
Belknap Takes Himself a Bride U.
S. Commissioner Clarence H. Belknap
of Xaravisa, Quay county, and Miss
May me M. Gaines were married at
j
Dalhart, Tex.
Girl Killed By Fall The eleven
year old daughter of Aban Acosta at
Wagon Mound, Mora county, was instantly killed, when the horse she was
riding slipped and fell on her. The
girl's neck was broken.
Woman
Editor Miss
Frances
Hinds has assumed charge of the
Messenger in Chaves county,
making the second woman editor for
the lower Pecos valley, the other be
ing Mrs. Alice AVeinbrenner of the
Lake Arthur Times.
Killed His Daughter Accidentally
John Wallis, living two miles north
of Aniistad, Virion county, last week,
killed his fourteen year old daughter,
Floy, accidentally, with a shot gun. He
had been in the fields to shoot a hawk
and when he returned took his daughter in his arms and also picked up the
snin which wna iiisehars'pd and fnrnllv!
injured the child, also shooting off one
of the thumbs of the father.
Killed Himself With Strychnine
Herschel, the two year old son of Mr.
and Mrs. T. F. Clifton at Hyer, southern Santa Fe county, last week drained a cup of syrup and strychinine
which had been used to poison flies.
The boy died in a few minutes. The
father was not at home having left
shortly before on a trip to the Rio
Grande but a special
messenger
brought him back in a few hours.
Committed
Suicide "I
Probably
am not accountable and am sorry to
cause you any trouble but don't worry about me, for I am no good anyway," was the note left, by Mrs. Bertha Boyce at. the home of her brother-in-law
Lee Boyce, at Tucumcari,
before disappearing. Mrs. Boyce was
despondent over the loss of her husband. J. X. Boyce, killed by lightning
near Montoya. A party has gone out
to search for the missing woman.
Murder in Red Light
District
In Douglas, Arizona, Policeman E.
Russell fell dead from a shot fired
by Daniel Williams, a saloon keeper,
whom Russell tried to prevent from
taking into a saloon a young girl
from the tenderloin. Earlier in the
day Russell had ordered an auto with
three other women to leave the saloon entrance and this led to a quarrel. ''Midget-- ' the girl who witnessed
the shooting tried to commit suicide
by drinking poison. Williams has
been arrested.
New Railway Company Elects DirectorsThe stockholders of the
Mountain Valley and Plains Railroad
Company met at Amistad, Union county, last week elected the following directors: Del W. Herrington, president; Ben O. Boyce of Delhart, Tex.,
Jay M. Cogan of Canton, Ohio, treasurer; H. S. Wana-make- r
of Amistad, secretary and gen-era- d
manager; C. J. H. Bushnel of
Benham, Union county; J. S. Holland
of Holland, Union county; M. Weimer,
C. A. Macy and Ferman Wardell of
Amistad, Union county.
j

LADIES TAILOR MADE SUITS
"
Suits made to order (fit guaranteed)
"
Silk and linen waists
'
'
"
voile skirts'

register tickets
with all cash purchases.
Cash

SEUGilf

Stomach trouble is but symioni of. and not
it'':t a true disease. We think of Pyspepsia,
Heartburn, and Indigestion as real diseases, yet
only oi a certain specific
they are symptoms,
Serve sickness not lung else.
it WBs tlii fact thnt rirst correctly led Pr.Shoop
in thl? creation of that now very populat ;Storraoh
Shoop s Ketorative. Going direct
Kemeily-- Pr.
to the stomach nerves, alone brought that successmiand favor to IT. Mioopaim nis ncstunuire.
out that original and highly vital principle, no
such lasting accomplishments were ever to be had.
For stomach distress, bloating, biliousness, bad
breath and sallow complexion, try Pr. Shoop'llf
your-seKetoralive Tablets or Liquid and see for clieer-lully
what it can and will do. We sell and
recommeiid

In

r

Your Boy Will Need a Good School Suit

WE HAVE THEM
KANTWEAROUT & HERCULES BRAND

Restorative

PRICES

CO.

S

FROM

Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Telephone

No. 40

2S55259I

CALL

Ap

SEE FOR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
8

8

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware,

rated

Deco-

Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
China,

Goods.

$100 Reward $100.
The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages, and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
Is the only positive cure now known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh be- iig a constitutional diseasefi requires

la constitutional treatment. Hall's

S. Spitz

JEWELER

AT

Send for

list of

testi-monal-

Address F. J. CHEXEY & CO.. Toledo, O.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

s.

If you

want a good pair of Shoes
for the boy try a pair of
BULL SELYE or BUSTER BROWN Make
They will wear and cost you no
more than other makes.

Clipped From the Columns of The
Daily Martian News. Published ou
The Planet Mars.
Special Wireless Dispatch to the
News.
Santa Fe. X. M., Sept. 1, 1919.
It has been some years since wireless telegraph operators displaced the
old time telegrapher but now even the
wireless telegraph operators must go.
so
succeeded
have
Pyschologists
well that the power of thought transmission from one person to another
is no longer a mere theory but an
established fact. Mental telepathy
has begun to take the place of telegraphy. Of course, everybody is not
capable of transmitting thought to another, but schools have been estab
lished and students have been graduated that are fully competent to send
mental messages to trained persons
at any distance away. These stud
ents who have their tacuiues may
developed are now replacing the telegraphers and are astonishing the public by transmitting messages without
It is
any instruments whatsoever.
quite a novelty to stop at a telepathy
office, give a message for delivery,
then see the operator merely close
his eyes and appear to be in deep
study for a few seconds after which
you are informed that your message
has been sent. If you await an answer when it comes it convinces you
that the operator sent your message
correctly.

CALL AND SEE THEM
P

Don't he afraid to give Chamberlain's Cough Remedy to your children.
It contains no opium or other harmful
drug. It always cure. For sale ty all

O

D. M. HOOVER & SON
Builders and Contractors
PLANS & ESTIMATES
Furnished on short notice
CEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY

FRESH EGGS
CREAM

&

MILK

PHONE

V

A

HALF CENTURY

HOUSE

THE

IN

Phone 80

CITY.

la

TRY0lULR

Broil A
lea
Also Good lot Chickens
SOLE AGENTS

1

FOR

International Stock Food
LEO HERSCH

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Grain, Potatoes,

Flour, Hay,

Salt and

Ms

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.
All persons having a hat cleaned and blocked are
entitled to have a pair of trousers pressed free of charge.

Ladies & Gents garments cleaned and pressed a Specialty

The Goldberg
PHONK

203

and Pressing Establishment

Cleaning

208

BLACK

WKST PA LAO

K

AVK.

SSE3

St. Michael's College
Santa Fe, New Mexico

druggists.

CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

D,BRyESID

Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest

flnillW COMMERCIAL LITERARY

SCIENTIFIC

&

Academic and Preparatory Courses
form Separate Departments
Send for Prospctua
will
be
resumed
Studies
September 1st.
BROTHER HERMES. President

BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS.

Telephone No 14b Red
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.

MEALTKi

A Morning Joy
An
Evening Comfort

House for American

WHICH WAY?i
IR

alDonAirc
""Drudgery

COALEATER
X

AND

ROILERS

acum
Talcum Powder Made

J
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sym.nVV""'"
NVna

;

i
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tiflut nnt loi
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IDEAL Boilers and
AMERICAN Radiator

......

I

Durabililtf

-

ECONOMY

-

'tAutomalic

--

.

RADIATORS

Cleanliness

IMITATION

EXTRAVAfiANr.F
I

'Convenience

.rft

I

Idea

1

The Purest Impalpable

FOR

Box 219.

THE LEADING DRY GOODS

ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE.
The
public
undersigned gives
notice that he has been appointed administrator for Charles H. Lauchnor,
deceased. All persons having claims
against said estate will please present
Persons owing
them for payment.
bills to the said estate of Charles H.
Lauchnor will please call and make
prompt payment.
H. S. LUTZ,
Administrator for the Estate of
IS
Charles H. Lauchnor, deceased.
Santa Fe, X. M., August 13, 1909.

FOR THE TOILET AND NURSERY

PHARMACY

EVERY SUIT
GUARANTEED

JEN YEARS FROM NOW

tarrh Cure is taken internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the disease, Now is the time to
anticipate
and giving the patient strength by
building up the constitution and as- your heat wants.
sisting nature in doing its work. The
proprietors have so much faith in its
LET US FIGURE YOUR
curative powers that they offer One
Hundred Dollars for any case that it
fails to cure.

MANUFACTURER

Ca

$6.00

$4.00

t;

inter Grocery Co.

BROS. COMPANY.

1

Dr. Shoop's
STRIPPLING-BURROW-

6, 1909.

Incorporated 1903

Established 1856.

Indigestion

6

y

if

ROUND

DAILY
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MONDAY,
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health. The economy in fuel consump
tion will in due time pay all transporta- tion costs.
Wood-Davi- s

AT

ZOQ&'S
PHARMACY
phone no. 213

"MONDAY, SEPTEMBER
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MAKES RAPID HEADWAY.
Add This Fact to Your Store of
Knowledge.
Kidney disease advances so rapidly
that many a person is tirniiy in Us
grasp before aware of its progress.
Prompt attention should be given the
slightest symptom of kidney disorder.
If there is a dull pain in the back,
headaches, dizzy spells or a tired,
worn-ou- t
feeling, or if the urine is
irregular and atdark,
with
tended
pain, procure a good kidney remedy at once.
recommend
Your
townspeople
Doan's Kidney Pills. Read the statement of this Santa Fe citizen:
Jose Ortiz y Baca, Alto street, Santa Fe. N. M., says: "In 190" I pro
cured Doan's Kidney Pills at Stripling
Burrows & Co.'s drug store and used
them for pains in my back which
had troubled me at intervals for three
years. Doan's Kidney Pills brought
prompt relief and proved so satisfactory that I willingly gave a public
statement in their favor. Now, after
two and a half years have passed. I
gladly confirm every word of that
testimonial. I can add that I have
since used Doan's Kidney Pills, giving
the ma more thorough trial and have
received the greatest possible benefit.
I know that this remedy is a sure cure
ftr backache and kidney complaint.50
For sale by all dealers. Price
Co., Buffalo,
cents. Foster-lljilbiirNew York, sole agents for the United

TO AND FROM R08WELL.
Connection made wits Automobile
line at Torrance for Roswell daily,
Automobile leaves Torrance for Roswell at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Roswell for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arrives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on automobile by wire. J. W. Stockard,
manager. Automobile Line.

these fruits will compel the attention
APPLE SHOW. of penologists, handlers and consum
rs wherever the arple is known.
"The annle show is national in char-- i
Encourane the Growing of Cleaner
ai ter and scope from the fact that if
and Better Fruit and to Popularconcerns the welfare ot ihe cut in- na-- j
ize it
Consumers.

OBJECTS OF NATIONAL

To

New Mexico Military Institute
ROSWELL,

-

Among

i.

NEW MEXICO.

"The Wert Point of the Southwest."
Army Officers Detailed by War Department.
Army Inspector RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

'
lull, fciilU jv.
"and the second exposition is
ger,
"A."
Spokane, Wash., Sept. 6. To popu- designed to be broad enough to give it
and
Through Academic course, preparing young
fruit
national
as
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a
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ed in its success."
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DRY FARMING CONGRESS
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To supply the ever increasing deINFORMATION
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Price
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sale
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Investor's Review.
board of trustees of the National Ap- following suggestions:
ple Show, Inc., to lay its plans upon
"1. Get it into the ground as early
broad and comprehensive lines for the in the spring as climatic conditions
forthcoming- - exposition, and as a result will permit.
"2. Seed 10 per cent more to the
every, exhibitor will have equal
chances, whether he enters in the car acre than you did with turkey red
load class or in the plate competitions. winter wheat, because the kernel is
OF
There are no strings on the prizes and much larger.
TO
upon
"3. Practice summer tillage
every award will be made on merit.
Extensive arransements have been the ground you expect to seed to
completed to house the exhibits in the durum wheat so that you will conMESILLA PARK, N. MEX.
Washington state armory and adjoin- serve the moisture.
"4. Do not expect more than 25 Save
ing temporary structures where thrw
Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Farga
be
will
bushels to the acre as a crop yield.
and a half acres of floor space
school whose aim is to prepare young men and women available,
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every
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for practical
ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
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is contained in the plan to erect an en- I have ever known in Colorado is 10 Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
College courses are offered in Agriculture,
250x300 feet, 10 feet in height, to 12 bushels."
closure
Eco
and all Foreign Countries.
C'vil and Electrical Engineering and in Household
The Dry Farming Congress Bulletin
covering it with a circus tent roof.
ConREMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.
thus providing 75,000 square feet of is the official newspaper of the
nomics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and AgriculIt
space in addition to that in the armory gress and is issued
and other buildings. Indications al is sent free to every member of the
ture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
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ture that was received with favor last Congress and the statistician's
year, when more than 104,000 paid admissions were turned in at the gates.
A Traveling Man's Experience.
While the primary purpose of this
Agricultural College, N. Mex.
must tell you my experience on an
"I
enterprise, originated and fostered by
O. R. & N R. R. train from
the people of Spokane, is to establish
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Today the public schools open in
Santa Fe and thanks to the generosity
of a Republican President Santa Fe
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
has modern public school houses and
PAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGESa splendid public school system. Its
Editor and President.
school facilities rank with the best of
,
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
any town of its size in the United
States. The public school system is
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postoffice.
further supplemented by parochial and
3.75 mission schools, and Saint Michael's
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months, by mail
.20
College as well as Loretto Academy. It
Daily per week by carrier
2.00
75 Weekly, per year
must be admitted though, that there
Daily, per month, by carrier
1.00 are
65 Weekly, six months
Daily, per month, by mail
people living in the city and its
75 suburbs who do not seem to appre7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Daily, per year, by mail
ciate the superiority of Santa Fe's public school facilities at all, for they do
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
not send their children to school, or
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It Is sent to as in the case of the
suburbs, refuse
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation ,to become part of Santa Fe upon invitation to come in and have their
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
children share with Santa Fe's children the nine months' school term and
the comfort and advantages of modern

SEPTEMBER

MONDAY,

6, 190?.

Professional Cards

The First National Bank

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.

-

Vice-Preside-

Secretary-Treasure-

PAUL A. F. WALTER,

r.

OF SANTA FE.

Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe

,

New Mexico

The oldest banking institution in New Mexico.

EDWARD C. WADE,

in 1870.
R. J. PALEN, President.
I A. HUGHES,
Vice President.

Attorney-at-La-

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, In the
Probate Courts and before the TJ. S.
Surveyor General and V. S. Land
Offices.
-

Las Cruces

CAPITAL STOCK,

New Mexico

school buildings and equipment.
REDUCING POSTAL EXPENSES.
portance comes home to everybody,
Hitchcock is a I while its cost is widely diffused. Where 'The city council miist pass the ex- ' the cost exceeds the
i
wh
'Postage paid it is tension ordinance again and
business man He has studied nostal not
is generally will- - have the community's welfare i fieartf,
tnere
and
felt''
in"
United
the
not
conditions
only
to have it increased, but there must organize and provide the means,'
States but, throughout the , world. ingness
enters into the general burden of to take the .lethargic voters to they
it
no
man
in
is
the world, except
There
the polls. A Greater Santa Fe is a much.
taxation. In othe
perhaps the director of posts of Ger- benefit of the service departments
so direct- more important cause to fight for than
not
is
to
down
many, who knows so well
ly felt and the cost also bears only in- some of the things in the past that
every detail the work of the postal
directly upon the public resources. But brought out a full vote. A few hun- in
service in the United States and
persons must know that a dred voters taken to the polls on
Europe. No wonder, therefore, that intelligent
of
a billior-- dollars a year has urday would have changed the result
no
Mr. Hitchcock believes that there is
no source but the earnings of the peo- - and would have averted the disgrace
necessity for a deficit of $20,000,000
pie, and in one form or another it of having it announced all over the
this year in the postal service and be- must
be abstracted from these and ' Territory that Santa Fe cast its vote
lieves that it can be made
leave so much less for those who do against its own interests. There cer-th- e
without impairing its efficiency.
earning.
Unnecessary, exces- - tainly was rejoicing in Albuquerque
When he was first assistant postmastsive
add to the when it was announced that the dang-cos- t
public
expenditures
er general he introduced many refrom the er of Santa Fe becoming the greatest
detract
of
and
living
as
much
abolished
forms and
red tape means of
effect of city in New Mexico had passed. As
the
living,
through
as the law permitted. But he has a
re- - one
taxation
business
the
and
upon
Albuquerque man telegraphed
The
with.
to
deal
stubborn Congress
sources of the country."
home: "Danger is past, Santa Fe has
establishment of the parcels post
laid down to snooze another three
would increase revenues and at the
On account of the interesting news- - hundred years."
same time improve the service so that
it would equal that of foreign coun- paper situation in Albuquerque and the
tries. He recommended that letters stories in circulatin as to the possibilConsidering the big rains of the
should not be postmarked at the re- ities of the Duke City as a newspaper past few days, the oldest inhabitant
ceiving station, and he would have town, as compared with other towns will not be astonished to learn that
thus saved the salary of many "stamp- in the southwest, the following anent down in Eddy county, near Artesia, a
ers," and at the same time enabled the the newspaper situation in Wilkes-Bar-rplan has been adopted to drain 2,000
distribution of letters an hour or so
Pennsylvania, a town many times acres so as to make them fit for cultiearlier than is now possible. Nor is as large as Albuquerque and also a vation. The money has been raised
s
there adequate reason why all
county seat and the center of a fertile and a ditch five feet wide and five feet
to
the pub- and a densely settled country with a deep will carry the surplus waters to
should be kept open
lic each day longer than the banks. quarter of a million population will be the Pecos. At a conservative estimate
With banking hours at the general de- of interest:
the land will produce $100,000 worth of
"Announcement is made that The alfalfa or $500,000 worth of fruit
livery, registry and money order windows, a large saving could be effected.
News will on Monday nually and as the expense of draining
But the greatest, drain is the frank- change from a morning to an evening the bogs is only about a thousand dollars, the job is certainly worth the
ing privilege. Not only are tons upon paper.
tons of worthless mattef franked but
while. Of course, it is well known,
"The Wilkes-Barr- e
field
newspaper
lands and bogs are to be
the forestry bureau of the department has been an
interesting one in the last that swamp
arid
of agriculture and other branches of fpw vpnrs With onlv thrpf ftailv found all over the
the government register - free of papers in so' large a city it is evident reSions and even near and in Santa Fe,
charge such bulky volumes as the that at least one of these did not pay. although not in such large tracts as
Agricultural Year Book which is sent
"A few years ago there were four that near Artesia
out by the thousands of copies and daily papers there, two
morning and
Keeps registry clerks busy all over the two afternoon. The afternoon papers
Labor Day is not much of a holiday
country just entering and
combined. .Then Mr.'. Stegmeier, a in Santa Fe for obvious reasons. Most
registered matter addressed to forest
brewer, became interested in of its people have too many holidays
rangers who hop around over the dis- wealthy
one of the morning papers, as it is. Many of its citizens go to
The
News,
trict and who expect registered mail and
many
thought because he had distant coal mines or sugar beet fields
to follow them free of charge. At the
of
lots
money The Record, a stronger or railroads to find employment for the
Santa Fe postoffice, one Agricultural
paper, would have to take opportunities for work in the city are
morning
Year Book has been registered and resecond place. The News was the few and undeveloped. It is true there
registered six times in the effort to only Democratic naner in a Democrat-- ' are thousands of acres in the imme- catch up to the forest ranger to whom ic
city. They succeeded in building diate vicinity to be cultivated which
it was addressed.
up
quite a circulation, but lately it would yield handsomely but there are
Says the New York Journal of Com- was announced that Mr. Stegmeier and needed initiative and some capital to
merce on the same subject:
his partner had sold out Those who bring this about. The city nefeds in"It appears that the deficiency of the claim to know say The News has dustries but as long as it too lethargic
postoffice department for the last chewed up $150,000 and after reaching even to grasp the opportunity of be-fiscal year was more than $20,000,000. that point its owners felt that they coming the largest city in New Mex- This is an earning department of the had done enough for glory. Their sell-- i ico, it need not be expected that cap- government, and the deficiency means ing price has not been announced. ital will fall over itself to establish
an excess of expenses over its own re- Now the new owners will try the here industries or opportunities for
field the employment of the many idle
ceipts, and it ought by this time be evening field. The Wilkes-Barr- e
The postcaster gen- is an expensive one and a dangerous hands.
i'.j;
eral is having some special examina- one. It also illustrates that the,
tions made by commissions of experts making or newspapers costs money in
There ig one serious question about
in different branches of tne service. these days, bo many people imagine fitnesg of Arizona for statehood and
The registry division has been show- there is very little expense and much that is the toleration shown yice in
ing an increasing deficit. This certain- profit in the average paper. The fact t
Al
d Douslas.
like Bi b
ly ought to pay its own expenses, if not ia that it is one of the most critical though gambling has been run out, the
yield a surplus to help out elsewhere, of businesses, and the successes in greater vice not only prevails but is
for it affords a special service of value the various fields are not more mark- openly countenanced by the authori
to those who use it. It is said that the ed than the failures."
ties. Scarcely a week elapses but tha
loss is due" to lack of improvement in
some horrible tragedy is not reported
methods as the volume of work has
SANTA FE CAN'T BE HELPED.
from the red light district of some
increased. The money order branch
Because it will not help itself. On Arizona town. Congress could not be
is another that has been losing ground, Saturday, it had the opportunity of blamed if it refused to admit to state
while it is one in which receipts again
city hood any territory in which author!
making itself the
should increase more than expenses in in New Mexico but it turned it down ties can be found that tolerate and
the growth of business.
because the city s z.ikio voters tnougnx protect the social evil, a vice that
"The rural delivery system is said it too much trouble to go to the polls brings more' sorrow and ruin and
in some instances to have 'expanded to vote for a Greater Santa Fe. Whatt..ieath than any other offense under
far beyond the needs of the sections can you do for such a people?
the sun.
served.'
This system has no doubt
been a great convenience to rural comThe flood waters that have run to
The board of county commissioners
munities and it affords a legitimate waste down the Santa Fe river the
Bernalillo county has selected the
of
service, but at a time of redundant rev- past few days would have filled a nice-size- d
for two bridges over the Rio
sites
enue and general extravagance it was
reservoir which could furnish
to cost $100,000, one at Bar.
Grande,
pushed beyound reasonable limits and water for the irrigation of many hun- elas
the other at Alameda. In
and
has been made an unnecessary burden dred barren but fertile acres in this
Fe
Santa
county, there is no need for
on the department. It is naturally vicinity. There are good reservoir
commissioners to spend
the
county
popular in country districts and Con- sites along the river all the way from
time selecting a site for the much
any
to
peothe
'plain
above Monument Rock to the junction
please
gressmen like
needed Delgado street bridge over the
ple,' but the service should hold some of the Bonanza, Cieneguilla and Santa Santa Fe, but five years have elapsed
reto
cost
the
Jn
reasonable relation
Fe creeks' and one of these days they since the old
bridge was washed away
ceipts of the offices where it is estab- will be utilized for the profit of the and it would take only $3,500 to recomnot
lished. There are probably
many promoter and the benefit of the
place it with a substantial structure
places where curtailment of the serv- munity.
and
yet, nothing has been done to redoubt
there
ice is desirable, but no
the former structure. There is
place
are more where curtailment of its cost
From Roswell to Peoos. Tex., is a
all
after
something in living in a pro
worse
abuse
new good roads suggestion advocated
is feasible. But a far
and community.
county
than any in the free delivery of mail in the Pecos valley. The proposition gressive
is a good one and money spent on it
matter to those to whom it is
Acres of weeds have painted the
dressed is to be found in that of carry- by Chaves and Eddy counties will be
scenery in and about Santa Fe a golding it free for members of Congress returned to the tax payers in many en
yellow and from the artistic view'
and those in the government service. direct and indirect ways. The interThe franking (privilege is always sub- est awakened in good roads by Gover- point have made much ugliness beaufrom the sanitary and project to abuse, hut this has been ex- nor Curry and ,the good roads commis- tiful, but
cessive of late. The distribution free sion is bringing about a rapid trans- gressive standpoint those uncut weeds
of official matter of interest or im- formation of conditions in every part are a flaring badge of uncleanliness
and disease that make anything but a
.
portance to the public is proper of the Territory.
favorable impression upon the visitor.
burdened
are
mails
enough, hut the
The Roswell Register-Tribun- e
says!
with unrecorded quantities of bunIt is interesting to know just at this
combe speeches and matter of private truthfully that you never saw people
or personal concern that go 'dead- pull stakes and move away from ce- time that one of the reasons that Sanhead,' and the practice has arisen of ment sidewalks. This is true and the ta Fe was not selected for forestry
registering, a good deal of this which best and cheapest method for Santa Fe headquarters of the Third district was
to assure itself a place on the New that the census of 1900 showed that
adds materially to the cost
Mexico map forever is to lay side- - Albuquerque was the largest town of
to
is
close
the
service
"The postal
the Territory.
A
everyday life of the people and its im- walks.

E. C. ABBOTT,
Attorney-at-La-

I

,WtmW.?mal

q

RENEHAN & DAV1ES.
A. B. Renehan,
E. P. Davie,
Attorneys-at-Law-

.

Practice in the Supreme and. Dis
trict Courts. Mining and Land Law a
specialty. Office in Catron Block.
New Mexico
Santa Fe
CHARLES F. EASLEY,

(Late Surveyor General)

Sat-reven-

Attorney-at-La-

Land and Mining business a spe
cialty.
New Mexico
Santa Fe

-

...

.i

,

A, H. BRODHEAD,
Assistant Cashier.

$150,000

'

Transacts a general banking business in all its brandies.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral secarity. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all, markets ..forJtsL customer?.. ? Buys ard sells
domestic

fqreigth exchange a'nrf hiakes
to all parts of the civilized world cn as
terms-.asj
liberal
are given byany mqney traasmiting agency
oiJiuweu uu iimts ueposics at tne
7 p
rate of three per cent per annum, oh six months' or year's
time, Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock
and products. The bank executes all orders of its patrons in
the banking line, and aims to extend to them as liberal
treatment in all respects, as is consistent with safety and
the principles oi sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for
rent. The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited.
ami.'

teles-Finni-

transfer of money

HOLT & SUTHERLAND,
Attorneys-at-La-

Practio in the District Court as
well as before the Supreme Court o
the Territory.
New Mexico
Las Cruces
H.

M.

DOUGHERTY,

Attorney-at-La-

Practices in the Supreme and Dis
trict Courts of the Territory. Office:
New Mexico
Socorro
WILLIAM McKEAN,
Mining and Land Law.
New Mexico

Taos

L.

...

Territorial District Attorney.
For San Miguel and Mora counties.
Las Vegas

the Best Hotel

Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex

C. W. G. WARD,

hotel

PALACE

W'LLIAM VAUGHN RROP,

One of

Attorney-at-La-

post-office-

;

J. H. VAUGHN, Cashier.

SURPLUS AND UNDIVIDED PROFITS- - S7S.OOO

-

Practice in the District and Supreme Courts. Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
New Mexico
Santa Fe

Established

the West

in

Lsrge Sample

Room for Com-

celled

mercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

New Mexico

NORTHCUTT & ROBERTS,
C. J. Roberts,
G. Northcutt,

.AMERICAN" AND

Jesse

EUROPEAN PLAN

Attorneys-at-Law- .

Offices: Raton, N. M., and Trinidad, Colorado.
G. W. PRICHARD,

Attorney and Counsel
Practices in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Blk. Santa Fe, N. M.
GEORGE u. BARBER,
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Practices in the District Court and
Supreme Courts of the Territory.
Prompt attention given to all business.
Lincoln County

-

New Mexico

CATRON & GORTNER,

Attorneys and
Office:

Santa Fe

Counsellors-at-Law-

.

Catron Block.
-

-

New Mexico

H. R. PUTNAM,
U. S. Court Commissioner
-

and

HOTEL
4 &

'".

t.

j.e. eacome;
Proprietor
Commodious Sample I(ooin
j

Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

FIRST CLASS CAFE
IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

FRESS THE BUTTON WE

DO

THE REST,

Conveyancer.
LOANS AND REAL ESTATE.

Correspondents asking information
concerning the Territory of New Mexico promptly answered

...
...

Texico

HRuns on the European

Plan!

jew Mexico

W. A. FLEMING JONES,
Bonds and Investments.
U. S. Commissioner for the Third
Judicial District of New Mexico.
Las Cruces
New Mexio"
Eastern and local bank references.
CONY T. BROWN,
Mining Engineer.
Secretary and Treasurer of New
Mexico Schc 1 of Mines.
Socorro
New Mexico
R. W. WITTMAN,

Draftsman.

Santa Fe, N. M.
Copies made of official township,
small holding, mineral and grant
plats. Also, transcripts of field notes,
grant papers and other puhlic records
on file in the U. S. Surveyor General's
office.

IM CORONADO hotel
G. Lupe Herrera,

FIRST CLASS RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION
Short Order & Spanish
Dishes Speciality

Electric Light, Hot and
Cold Baths.

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

RATES 50c. Up.

EUROPEAN PLAN 50c AND 75c
t SPECIAL RATES

AMERICAN
BY

THE WEEK

PRESTON, Proprietor.

NEAT LUNCH COUNTER flft

rissT-ciiis- s

SANTA

Fe, N. M.

--

cJSSEoxr

aarraa:

hotel"

DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON
Successfully treats acute and chronic
diseases without drugs or medicines.
No charge for consultation. Office:

Palace avenue. Hours: 9 to
hl, and 2 to 5 d. m. 'Phone 156.

No. 103
12

a.

JOHN K. STAUFFER,
Notary Public.
New Mexico
Office with the New Mexican Printing Company.

SaMa

NEW MilXIOAN S MINTING CO.
Local Agents for

Fe

SPANISH LESSONS
Individual or Class Lessors
IN GRAMMAR

RAYMOND HAACKE
Care New Mexican
NOTARY PUBLIC

$1,50

THE HQTEL rjORMANDIE
J. W.
,LADIES DINING ROOM

OSTEOPATHY

PLAN

'

"Elastic" Bookcase
and Desk combined.'
A Desk Unit with few or
many Book Units as desired.
The only perfect combination
desk and bookcase ever made.
Roomy, convenient, attractive. We want to show you
its advantages and possibilities. Call, write or phone
us about it

wssm

MONDAY,

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

6, 1909.

SEPTEMBER

IN WHICH CLASS ABE YOU?

Mrs. Starbird
days from Las
M. T. Root a
Is quartered at

start

CAPITAL

-

CO

DIRECTORS

OFFICERS

G. FRANKLIN FLICK
W. S. DAVIS.
N. B. LAUGHLIN
J. B. LAMY
R. H. HANNA s

;G. FRANKLIN FLICK, President.
W. S. DAVIS, Cashier.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Asst. Cashier.

FREDERICK MULLER

We Can Furnish Your House in
FURNITURE OF ALL KINDS

Dorf

TAPESTRIES,

AND

REPAIR

or

FURNITURE.

Full

Phono

HOUSE FURNISHERS
AND UNDERTAKERS

Phone

,

Everyone knows the quality of Kingfisher .lines
H & VP aU lines' Buy your tishino tackle of a fisher
WP
II D ilxilLl man. We carry everything in camp equi"
page and furniture.

FIRST

coE

FIRST

served
Only a few more of THOSE GOOD HAMMOCKS LEFT.
i

We are sole

i

j

5

Lawn

Agents for

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.

of

Mower

Hose, nozzles
and sprays

UNION LOCK

Also Window

Fence

and door

j

screens
SEE US BKFORK P.UYINO FURNITURE OR HOUSK FURNISHINGS.
JUST A FEW .MORE OF THOSE BARGAIN HAMMOCKS

Come early and
get your pick
This is how

MaHle

Monarch

Iron

Eaiips
are made and put together wehavethem and
everyone guaranteed.
SEE and be convinced

j

No. 10

Kinds

All

,

Charles Wagner Furniture Co.
No. 10

Mail Order Solhite--

rej-ert- s

DAVENPORTS OP LATEST MAKE
WE FRAME PICTURES

HARDWARE

IN

1

j

Ull

I

BRUSSELS AND
AXMINSTER
CARPETS

RUGS AND

EVERYTHING

Phone No. 83

Rent Money
:
Will

:

$50,0O0

The house that will SAVE YOU MONEY

tame

Ono Dollar W,LL
AN account
'

IT of of Latest
l&
I1X
Designs

Ask Tour Wife

o

SANTA FE, N. M

3

!

e

f RDST

Arrived

will return in a few j
A good line in
egas.
j
Denver traveling man i
cj
j
the Claire.
O. Hoppenrath, a Pueblo traveling!
man, is among the guests at the Pal-- j
MISS A. MUGLER.
ace.
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
. W. E. Calladay, a Chicago traveling
man, is in town registered at the Pal- - "
ace.
.
L. E. Disque, a hardware salesman
from Alamosa, Colorado, registered at
the Palace.
About a
H. C. Findley of Denver, is sightin
Fe.
a
He
at
is
Santa
seeing
guest
Wcminn Urine In ren
Every ter!
the Claire.
property Irnea to
Into
house of ber own.
Pt
Ben Pond of Silverton, is in town
J litre are
hundreds of thlius
she would like to do torpake her
seeing the sights. He is registered
wn home leore confortahlo,
at the Claire.
ai tractive and pleasant Nearly
won- hh
a money saver,
erery
:
G.
V.
Colonel
Prichard will leave
and she will helcyou wonderfully
this evening ori. at vacation trip to
to pay for a home.
California, ,". Carl J. Foster of GittlinV, Okla., is
among the sightseers in tfiwn. He is
"
"T";
Oo
':
stopping at the Palace.
L. C. Alston, of Lancaster, CaliforWe will 'ell you a rery desirj
He is
able hon,e on payments, which
nia, is in town sightseeing.
rent money will make
jour
stopping at the Palace.
Don't wait. Kegin now paying
for your home.
F. Solignac of Deming, N. M., is a
LET US KX PLAIN
OUR
business visitor in town today. He is
CONTRACT
K)R CHEAP MOat
the Palace,
stopping
NEY.
j
L. Lewkawitz, a traveling man from
GEO. M. KIN SELL
in
town
He
is
Denver,
selling cigars.
294 San Francisco St.
is quartered at the Palace.
District Attorney Alexander Read
of Tierra Amarilla is a visitor in
i
Santa Fe on court business.
the Pecos
on their way home
Editor Antonio Lucero, of La Voz overland toriver,
Oklahoma.
Guthrie,
del Pueblo, of Las Vegas, is in town
John c. Sears, formerly of this city
today a guest at the Claire.
and lately of Raton has been promot- H. C. De Sotton, a traveling man ed to be
storekeeper of the Rio Gran-- :
from Denver, is among the traveling de division
of the Santa Fe railway
men registered at the Claire.
with headquarters at San i.Iarcial.
A. J. Williamson an Indianapolis
Hon. Victor Ortega, probate judge of
traveling man is calling on the local' banta re county, is here
from Chima-yo- ,
.trade. He is stopping at the Claire.
to hold a session of the court toCarpio Archuleta, a well known cit-- i morrow.
bounJudge Ortega
izen of Las Truchas, is a visitor in
tiful traps and t'enty of water in
town today stopping at the Coronado.
hern Santa Fe county.
W. M. Taber, merchant at Glorieta, no"
Santa Fe county, accompanied by his STRONG
DRINK CAUSES
j wife
and son are guests at the Claire.
DUEL AT ALBUQUERQUE.
J. P. O. Gilchrist and F. W. Nelson
In Robinson Park yesterday afterof Denver, are visitors in Santa Fe
noon, Xazario Armijo, was stabbed
Palare
at
the
today. They
stopping
with a knife and probably
)
ace.
fatally
N. A. Hardman, a traveling man wounded, by Pedro Zamora who refrom St. Louis, is in town selling ceived a terrific beating with a heavy
hardware. He ,is quartered at the quirt from Armijo and which too
may result fatally. Zamora was badClaire.
H. C. Kelley, an insurance man from ly intoxicated.
Las Vegas, was among last night's
It is an admitted fact that real esarrivals. He is stopping at the
men ad merchants all
Claire.
j tate, financial
F. C. Mitchell, a traveling man out say that quickest and best results are
of Denver, is in town with a line of obtained by advertising in the New
curio goods. He is stopping at the! Mexican.

It is the savers who have built the houses, the
mills, the bridges, the railroads, the ships and
all other great works which stand for man's
advancement and happiness.
The spenders are slaves to the savers. Itis-thlaw of nature. We want you to be a saver-tand be
open an account in our Savings Departu-en- t
independent

UNITED STATES BANK

GOODS
HAVE

AM READY TO SHOW

The World has always been divided into two
classes-tho- se
who have saved, those who have
spent, the thrifty and the extravagant.

!

Tal

Tttli

PERSONAL MENTION

PAGE FIVE

Let us figure your heating and
plumbing
SANITARY PLUMBING OUR SPECIALITY

;

The Colorado Rational Life Assurance
Denver Colorado.

Company

Palace.

The Pioneer Life insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A iV
tanta Fe,

Palace.

Catron Block

OR

LAUNDRY

WORK

Send Your laundry to the
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY

No Other Tailor in America

at Albuquerque.
Basket leaves Tuesday,
Returns Friday.
AGENCY for Santa Fe at Kerr
formerBarber Shop;
is here

U. S. District Attorney D. J. Leahy
of Las Vegas, was an arrival on last
night's train. He ia quartered at the

Ifleal SumiHBr

Heal

Resort

Palace.
Mrs. J. Duchemin of Denver,
ly a resident of this city, who
on a visit, will leave shortly for a W. H. KERR,
trip abroad.
Manager.
Mrs. J. B. Gallaway left this morning for her home in Paterson. Dr.
Gallaway will remain in Santa Fe another month.
A. M. Andrews, a commercial man
from New York, is selling a line of
jewelry to local jewelers. He is a guest
at the Claire.
THE
Assistant U. S. District Attorney
Herbert "vv. Clark of Las Vegas, arrived on last night's tram. He is stopping at the Palace.
Mrs. E. S. Schuyler of Farniington,
is a visitor in Santa Fe enjoying the
sights and meeting friends. She is
a guest at the Claire.

,

hills on the
Pecos River. 2 miles from Rowe Station on
the main line of the A. T. & S. F.

liff&ene, located among

pine-cla- d

Good Hunting and Fishing

RATES
Fox

per day,

$1-5-

$8.00per week, meal 50cl

Transportation from Station $1.00

Foithn

ZxfoznaoLtioxa.

MRS.

H-

-

.SLel&ress

ROWE, NEW MEXICO.

ll

o

Real Airship Will Make Daily Flight at the
29th Annual Rew Mexico Fair
and

Resources Exposition
OCTOBER

ALBUQUERQUE

11-1-

6

1909

PRESIDENT TAFT IS GOING TO BE THERE
THE GREA P SOUTHWESTERN MARATHON RACE
HIGH CLASS HARNESS AN D RUNNING RACES
BASE BALL TOURNAMENT
ALL KINDS OF NEW AND INSTRUCTIVE AMUSE-MENT-

S

T

SPECIAL EXCURSION RATES ON ALL RAILROAD
'President

W. G. TIGHT

DIAMONDS

JOHN B. McM ANUS, Secretary.

H. C. YQNTZ
VCAzxiajfatct-viM-

RIGHT PRICES
RIGHT GOODS
RIGHT SERVICE

WATCHES

of

MEXICAN

FILIGREE
EWER EL Y- -

CUT GLASS, CHINA AND SILVERWARE.
848 San Francltco Street, Santa Fe, N. M.
,

t!

Eyea Tested and
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J. W. Ridge, a Louisville traveling
man,- is in Santa Fe with a line of
hardware. He is stopping at the '
j
Claire.
C. H. Child of Chicago, was among
the late arrivals yesterday, coming to
see the sights. He is a guest at the

By

Method

fLllifJ" 11323

E. Quintana, sheriff of Taos county, is in town accompanied by his
are
brother, C. Quintana. They
guests at the Coronado.
R. B. Maupin of Silverton, is among
the many sightseers taking advantage of Santa Fe's many attractions.
He is stopping at the Claire.
A. N. Weslridge and wife of Chicka-sha- ,
Oklahoma, are among the tourists and sightseers in town. They are
stopping at the Claire.
Hon. Charles A. Spiess, president of
the legislative council, is among the
arrivals from Las Vegas at the Palace. He is here on legal business.
Max Haas of Denver, and J. R.
O'Connor of Chicago, were among the
traveling salesmen to arrive at noon.
They are stopping at the Claire.
. United States
Marshal C. M. Fora-ke- r
and his deputy, C. E. Newcomer,
arrived from Albuquerque at noon
today. They are guests at the Claire.
Miss Teoflla Pacheco is now a resident of Santa Fe having come here
from Las Truchas to accept a position
as waitress at the Coronado restau-

rant.
, C. F. Saunders and wife, of Pasadena, California, who are traveling for
their health, are enjoying the sights
of Santa Fe. They are guests at the

Claire.
Civil Engineer Jay Turley of Tur-leSan Juan county, is in Santa Fe,
in connection with the Carey act proposition in San Juan county which
he is promoting.
Gregorio Herrera, a prominent citizen of Santa Cruz, northern Santa Fe
county, is a business visitor in Santa
Fe. He reports much rain in that
part of the county. .
H. P. Bardshar, internal revenue
collector, this afternoon 'accompanied
the two Abernathy boys as far as
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Best Flour

Offers a Guarantee like Ours
A Royal Suit must please you
and be a perfection in fit or we
alone take the loss. THE
ROYAL TAILORS have the
largest designing bureaus in the
world for men's tailored clothes.
They even send representatives
to Paris and London for style
ideas and suggestions 3300 employees in their Chicago House

alone
Our tailors and Designers are
the pick ia the Worlds Greatest
clothes centers.
We satisfy U. S. Congress-r- n
n and can satisfy you.

IN

Suits that fit
You

.

$15.00to $30.00
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SANTA FE
PATENT FLOUR
BEST becbuse it
gives the best results in
bread and pastry of any
flour you can buy.
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WATSON & COMPANY
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Mexico.

Condemnation By Irrigation Company.
In the matter of the petition of the
While Eczema, Acne, Tetter, Salt Rheum, etc., are troubles which affect
the skin, their source is far deeper than the outside cuticle. These affections Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement
are caused by irritating humors, or uratic acid in the blood. Such impurities Company, a corporation existing unk
inflame and irritate the delicate
of fibrous tissue which lies just der the laws of Xew Mexico, vs. The
beneath the surface of the outer skin, and the inflammatory discharge thus unknown owners, claimants and parproduced is forced out through the pores and glands, and is continually ties interested and the heirs-at-lakept up while the blood remains infected. This exudation causes the form- and next of kin and the successors
ation of scales and crusts so often saen in Eczema, and when they are, and
assigns of Sebastian de Vargas,
scratched off the flesh is left raw and more susceptible to other infection.
deceased,
claiming title or having
seen
can
a
cure
to
be
then that
the circulation must
It
very readily
produce
be purified and cleansed. This S. S. S. will do. It goes down to the very some interest in the south 100 acres,
of Sec. 12,
bottom, removes all humors and impurities, neutralizes the excessive acids more or less, of the SE
of the system and in this way removes the cause of disease. Local applica- T 16 N, R 9 E, Sec. IS and the west
tions can only soothe the irritation and assist in keeping the skin clean; they half of west half of Sec. 17, lying in
never produce a cure because such treatment does not reach the blood. the De
Vargas Grant in township 16
S. S.S. restores to the thin, acrid blood all its lost properties, makes it
10 east, all iu Santa Fe
north,
range
and
to
and
rich
the
skin
smooth
enables
it
and
nourish
it
pure
keep soft,
and healthy. Book on Skin Diseases and any medical advice free to all county, Xew Mexico.
who write.
Notice.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA. GA
To the unknown owners, claimants
and parties interested in, and to the
unknown heirs-at-laand next of kin
SUNDAY IN
and the successors and assigns of SeTHE CHURCHES bastian de Vargas, deceased, who
have or claim any interest of, in and
Palace.
to those certain pieces and parcels of
Mexican
will
Xew
under
print
(The
W. E.
L. E. Disque,
Alamosa;
land hounded and described as folnotes
auu
such
church
ttiis
heading
:
Smifh, La Vet a; J. P. O. Gilchrist,
news a.i are sent it for that pur- lows
F. W. Nelson, Denver; L. Lewkawitz,
The southeast quarter of section 12,
pose.)
Denver; F. C. Mitch el, Denver; C. F.
township 16 north, range 9 east, in
Saunders and wife, Pasadena, Cal.;
Santa
?id cun
Territory f
attenddespite the rain, the
L. C. Alston,
New, Mexico, lying south of the Agua
Lancaster, Cal.; E. yesterday,
ance was good. Miss Mary McFie
Fria road and which is described by
Solignac. Deming; A. M. Andrews,
very effectively a solo to which metes and bounds as follows:
O.
New York:
Hoppenrath, Pueblo; sang
BeginCarl J. Foster, Gutnrie; Charles A. Mrs. Gallaway played the accompani- ning at the southeast corner of said
ment on the pipe organ. Rev. J. B. Sec. 12, thence west
Spiess, D. J. Leahy, Herbert W. Clark,
along the south
Las Vegas: C. H. Child, W. E. Colla-da- Gallaway announced that he has con line of said Sec. 12 to the half secseated to preach throughout Septem- tion line thereof a distance of 40
Chicago.
ber at the church before returning chains, more or less; thence north
Claire.
to Paterson, N. J., this upon the along the half section line of said
home
Ben Pond, Silverton; Mrs. E. S.
M. T. Root, request of the church trustees. Here Sec. 12 to the center of the Agua
Scmiyler. Farmington;
Denver: R. B. Maupin, Silverton; F. follows a synopsis of yesterday's ser- Fria road aforesaid a distance of 24
and
J. O'Xeill, St. Louis; W. M. Taber, mon:
chains, more or less,
wife and son, Glorieta; A. N. Vv'esl-ridg- e
Text For we are His workmanship thence along the nieanderings of the
and wife, Chickasha, Okla.; H. created in Christ Jesus unto good center of said Agua Fria road in an
L. Shipnian, Topeka; W. H. Hanson, works, which God hath before ordain- easterly direction to the intersection
of the center line of the said Agua
Cleburn, Texas; Antonio Lucero, Las ed that we should walk in them.
Fria road with the east line of said
Vegas; H. C. de Sallon, Denver; A. Ephesias, 11. 10.
Sec. 12; thence south
.1. Williamson,
.T.
the east
W.
Indianapolis;
The spirit of holiness is not some line of said Sec. 12 to along
the place of be- Ridge, Louisville; N. A. Hardniann,
in man that you can develop, s:inniir a distance of IS nnrt
n
St. Louis; H. C. Kelley, Las Vegas; thing
as you develop the powers of the mind
n gec
more m x
a
jehains
H. E. Findley, Denver.
in school, or the muscles of the body U 16 N R 9 eagt ,n ganta Fe coun.
Normandie.
exercise. Holiness is given to men:,,, New Mexic0; also aU that
R. L. Douthitt, Reno, Nev.; Mrs. S. by
part of
as you give food to a hungry child. Sec. 18 and all that part of the west
Organ and daughter, Albuquerque; J. The food is not the same nature as
half of the west half of Sec. 17 com- H. Daily, Denver; J. R. Berry, Taos;
auu priseu ana lying wiima tne faepas- C. D. Jones Flora Vista- - S. S Howe
cumcij
istmct irom tne cnnu; but wnen you tian de Vargas Grant, sometimes
Aztec; T. A. Johnson, Aztec; E. Quin
the food and the hungry child known and referred to as "The Arroyo
give
tana, C. Quintana, Taos; C. C. Edof it, very soon the food be- - Hondo Grant in Santa Fe County,"
partakes
wards, Albuquerque: J. A. Chenault,
a
comes
of the child and by the all being in T. 16 N R. 10 East in
aart
Gallatin, Tenn.; Robert Jones, Albufood
child
the
is. enlarged. The gift said Santa Fe county, Xew Mexico.
querque; A. L. Hahn, Dexter; T. B.
You and each of you are hereby
Lumis, Magdalena; Mrs. L. C. Mark-ley- , of salvation is separate, unlike to sinnotified
that pursuant to the statutes
ful
soul
when
the
but
man,
hungers
Pauline Markley, Belle Plain,
of the Territory of New Mexico, U. S.
lowa; w. C. Markley, Moriartv: M. F. and thirsts after righteousness the
the Santa Fe Irrigation and ImBaker, Estancia; O. F. Bock, R. H. Lord sends a Dountiful supply and fills A.,
Company, a corporation
Tichwell, Estancia; u. R. Pollard, Es- the soul with heavenly manna, which provement
under
the laws of the Terexisting
soon
becomes
self.
man's
of
a
real
part
tancia; David Lobato, Manuel Loba-tc- ,
ritory of New Mexico as an irrigaJuan Lobato, Blanco; James HerSalvation is a Medicine.
tion
and having the power
When the doctor comes and finds and company
bert, El Dorado.
of condemnation of lands
right
Coronado.
his patient very sick, the disease has for its
purposes and uses, has preStephen Easton and wife, Abiquiu-- ; spread over the whole constitution and sented its
petition to the Honorable
Antonio Anaya and family, Galisteo; affects every part, he gives medicine John R.
McFie, District Judge, in and
G. W. Withrow, Embudo; G. Cahoon, and drives out
the disease and restores for
District Court of the county
Pedro Domingo, Truchas; Juan Ro- - health and strength. So, when we are 0f
Santa Fe in said Territorv of New
n. . wiiiidius, .s-- j sick ot sin, when we feel we are in! Mexico, wherein the foregoing
u.u, r.ampcs,
.1. H. Daily.
Denver; J. San- - great danger and come to Christ as scribed pieces and parcels of land are
davazo, Manuel SandavazO, Magda- - the sreat uhvsioian. We sends the Hnlvi situate nravintr thnt on n.W nt
lena; V. X. McCall, O. C. Edwards, Ghost and kills the deadly
power of demnation and appropriation for the
Albuquerque; W. L. Turner, Mcin sin in us and restores us to spiritual uses and benefit of said Santa Fe Irritosh; Alfredo Lucero, Santa Cruz; health and
strength. Medicine is not gation and Improvement Company of
Carpio Archuleta, Truchas.
a something in ourselves by nature, the said lands described as follows:
but a disease-killinand vitalizing The southeast quarter of Sec. 12,
GLEANINGS BY A
power given to us by the physician. township 16 north, range 9 east in
Spiritual life is not a something in said county of Santa Fe, Territory of
PERIPATETIC PEN man
by nature, but a vitalizing power New Mexico, lying south of the Agua
given to man by the great physician of Fria road and which is described by
Now that the north pole has been
the world. As a person who is naked metes and bounds as follows: Be- at the southeast corner of
discovered, Cook's tours ought to be-- 1 receives a garment from his
friend, mning
come more famous than ever.
which is entirely distinct from the said Sec. 12, thence west along the
south line of said Sec. 12 to the half
Walter Wellman made several bal-- ; person, so the robe of
righteousness is section line thereof a distance of 40
loon attempts to reach the pole with- not
a part of man by nature, but the
more or less; thence north
out success and still entertained1
of God. Now I wish you to notice. chains,
gift
along the half section line of said
hopes of getting there. Now that' 1. Holiness is God's
Workmanship. Sec. 12 to the center of the Agua Fria
Cook got there first, it is said that; A
great many of us have great anx- road aforesaid a distance of 24 and
Wellman has not been a well man!
iety about our future, because we fear
since.
chains, more or less; thence
we are not good enough, we cannot
If the land around the pole becomes
along the nieanderings of the center
walk just as we ought to walk. When of said
Agua Fria road in an easterly
United States domain and a speciaL
we begin to fear we always make more direction to the
intersection of the
tax is levied on our people for its
mistakes than when we go right on in center line of the said Agua Fria road
maintenance would it be called a poll
Take a beam a foot wide with the east line of said Sec. 12;
and lay it along the ground, and any thence south along the east line of
A prominent Santa Fe citizen has
man will easily walk it; but, put it one said section 12 to the place of beginintimated that Pinchot is going to
0
have three hundred thousand acres hundred feet high, and only about one ning a distance of 18 and
at the pole, set aside in order to pre man in a thousand can walk it; all chains, more or less, all in section 12,
vent the formation of an ice trust! others are so much afraid that they township 16 north, range 9 east in
would stumble and fall. Confidence is Santa Fe county, New Mexico; also
Judging from the small number who
v,
"eisai y 10 success, When we are all that part of Section 18 and all
hn,m .ttDmntofl t
.i.
s.it
hlmeSS m ourselves that part of the west half of the west
is little inclination to trust the ice. trym8 t0tT
cannot
be
aS
Now that the north pole has been 7e
?oly a" wf ought t0 half of Section 17 comprised and ly
cooked it will hardly be right to be, we never can be perfectly content- ing within the Sebastian de Vargas
sometimes known and referred
teach school children that the pole ed; but when we recognize that all Grant,
holiness in us is the workmanship of to as "The Arroyo Hondo de Vargas
is a cold place.
God, the creation of the Holy Spirit Grant in Santa Fe County," all being
As a man of degrees.
Explorer
in township 16 north, range 10 east,
Cook should receive recognition from in the heart, and that all we have to
in said county of Santa Fe in the Terto
do
is
and
surrender
ourselves
obey,
all institutions of learning. Cook
of New Mexico; and that upon
ritory
certainly reached the pole by degrees. and property into the Lord's hands the filing of said
he
petition and upon
reholds
and
and
himself
work,
Since at the north pole, all directhe
of said pet.- tions are destroyed save north, Cook sponsible for all the' rest, we can be tion reading and hearing
the
court
an order of
entered
content
we
and
forthat
know
are
must have realized the full significcondemnation and appropriation and
ance of "The Solid South." With the ever safe. All that the Lord requires
three commisappointed
thereupon
ice formations that there abound it
sioners, who were disinterested ner- must have indeed looked solid.
The Right Material
Some scoffers and unbelievers say out of which a Christian can be form- - N(w MpT10
r(3nllrprt v, iw to.
that Cook did not reach the pole but ed. A blacksmith never makes awlt. prank Owen Chai V Mir'hnel
is sintering wua poiar delusion, noiseisuue oui oi grams oi sanu, not a and Henry F. Stevens to
and
Vale dementia americana.
horse shoe nail out of glass; because fix the value of the severalappraise
and
pieces
With the red, white and blue twist the sand would not hold together and parcels of land above described in
ed about the pole by Cook, wonder if the glass would break in the horse's the manner
required by law, and that
the people on Mars think a barber-- 1 hoof. The spirit never will make a the court fixed the date of the first
shop has been established at the j successful, happy Christian worker hearing and meeting and organization
earth's end. At that Cook had a out of material that does not hold of said commissioners and the day
hard time to "raise 'er."
together, or material that breaks like for the appearance of you and each
H. R. H.
glass in a responsible place and so of you on the 8th day of September,
does more damage than all the good A. D., 1909, at the hour of ten o'clock
If you want anything op earth-- a try
in the forenoon at the district court
New Mexican want "ad."
room in the Capitol building in the
(Continued on Page Seven.)
net-wor-

Passenger daily makes direct connection at Torrance witn the Rock
Island GoldeD State Limited, the finest train in th eWest," making the
quickest time to and from all points East and West. Tickets to all parts
of the world. Pullman berths reserved. Exclusive agent all steamship
lines.
Information gladly furnisheu.
J. P. LYXG, City Freight and Passenger Agent
Laughlin Bldg.

St, Louis Rocky

Territory of New Mexico,
County of Santa Fe. ss.
Before the district judge of the district court of Santa Fe county, Xew

CURES ECZEMA,
ACHE.TETTER ETC
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9 25

11 15

7 50
7 40
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7 00

60
53
69

t Connect with C. P. A . W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawion, N. M.,
1:55 a. m.
i Stage for van Houten, N. M., meets traini at Preston, N. M.
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines as follows:
NORTH BOUND
SOUTH BOUND.
No. 1, :08 a. m.
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
Mo. 7, 8:12 p. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
TracK connection with A. T. A 8. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C.
o. at ues wioines, t.
& s w at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
Cimarron, N. M., is depot frr the following points In New Mexico: Ocate,
nayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Ute Park, N. M is depot for following points In New Mexico: Arroyo
eeco,
rroyo nonao. uaiay, Black Lakes, Cerro,
Elizabethtown,
Lobo,
Questa, Ranches de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
fi. J, DEDiMAN,
J. van HOUTEN;
W. A. GORMAN,
V.
Gen
Ores, and
Mgrsuperintendent
RATON. N. Ni
RATON,
RATON, N. Ni,

r

Gen-Pass-Age-

i.

Paso's

El
II

P3EBHI

Ii

v- -

2f

11

1st to 7th

THE EAST

&

MEXICO

j

NORTH

0

j

CENTRAL

j

E. P. & S. W.

and Rock Island

61-10-

For full particulars,
Address

A. N, BROWN
G, P.

A.--

K,

P.

& S,

Kl Paso

FRATEHMAL

SOCIETY

Montezuma Lodge No.
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg-1 a r
communication
first Monday of eacli
month
at
Masonlt
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
J. A. MASSIE.
vvuiuiy master.
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
u

Santa Fe Chapter No. 1,
R. A. M.
Regular con-

vocation second Monday of
each month at Maseai
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
C. J. CRANDALL. H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.

Santa Fe Commandery No.
1. K. T. Regular conclave
T nn
A&tl
fourth
In
i it
jraesf' mn tV, of uflDnnlH T , .
H

'

T

--

1

7:30 p. m.
H. F. STEPHENS, E. C.
PERCY F. KNIGHT, Recorder.

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meet!
on the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening In
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
CHAS. A. WHEELON, 32nd,
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 14th,
Secretai-y-

.

P. O. E.

Q.

Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. H.,
holds its regular session on the second and fourth Wednesdays of each
month. Visiting brothers are invite
and welcome.

DAVID KNAPP.
Exalted Ruler.

J. D. SENA. Secretary.

j

Now in effect Via

HEW

JOHN R. M'FIE,

Judge of Said District Court.

j

j

;low summer rates
TO

Attest:
D. J. SPLANE, Secretary.
(Seal)
Above notice approved:

u

g

Fstiir

B

6, 1909.

city of Santa Fe, county of Santa Fe.
Territory of New Jiexico, and you and
each of you are hereby required to
then and there appear if you see fit,
and at said meeting, or some adjournment thereof, present such evidence
as you may be advised is necessary
tending to establish the value of said
lands and such other matters that incidentally may pertain thereto and
in the manner as required by law.
You are hereby further notified that
the court, by an order entered at
and after the filing of said petition,
appointed john W. Mayes, Esq., as
the attorney and agent of you, each
and all of you who shall not appear
at said first meeting at the time and
place aforesaid, who shall act as your
attorney and represent your interests
in the manner as provided by the
statutes of the Territory of New
Mexico, and you and each of you will
take due notice of any and all nrc-ceedings had in pursuance of said pe
tition and orders and the appointment
of said commissioners.
Dated at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on
the 2nd day of September, A. D., 1909.
SANTA FE IRRIGATION AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
By G. F. FLICK,
President.
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VISIT

SEPTEMBER

W.

Texas.

Summer TOURIST
TICKETS
Kew Meiico Central Bailroad
IN CONNECTION WITH
CHICAGO ROCK ISLAND & PACIFIC

On

LIMITED TEAI1TS
Sale June 1st to Sept.,

30th 1909.
Good Returning October 31st
1909.

To CHICAGO ILL

$50.35
To ST. LOUIS MO.

$44.35
To KANSAS CITY MO

$35.35
Also Special Rates
To LOS ANGELES and SAN
FRANCISCO and other

points

.

TO
Stations in British Columbia, California, Idaho,
Montana, Nevada, Oregon, and Washington.

J. P. LYNG,

City Freight &

Passenger Agent

'

SEE

i

j

IN EFFECT SEPTEMBER 15TH
TO OCTOBER 15TIL
Via

DENVER

4

RIO

Summer Tourist Rates

GRAND
I

Still in effect to all
points.

i

I

;

For further Information make inquiry of
P. H. McBttlDE, Agent, or W. D. SHEA, T. P.
SANTA FE. N. M.

Cures Backachf

DUDR0W
FOR

SCREEN DOORS

Doors From

'

&

P. A.

Corrects
Irregularities
Do not risk having
Will cure any case of Kidney or Bladder Disease not Bright'8 Disease
or Diabctcj
brvon2 the reach of medicine- - No medicine can do more.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

"

Up.
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one place to another. We make great
unterms
and
STAMP PADS.
clare it to be a correct transcript purposes and upon the
steamers to cut the waves and cross
Tlie Gladaoiiic Bell.
der the name therein stated.
whole thereof.
of
the
therefrom
and
25 cents; 2
2
15
2x3
the
cargoes
10
cents;
precious
gladsome
ocean,
cents;
the
bearing
!
"Do you enjoy bearing
ELLIOTT RODGERS,
Given under my hand and the Great
-,
75 cents.
50 cents; 4
3
5
and more precious lives. We do not Christmas beils?" we ask of our fr:cd
cents;
of Court of Common Pleas No. 2.
; build vessels to stand in the harbor
who has retired from business pur Seal of the Territory of New Mexico, Judge
ADDKES8
FOR TYPE SPECIMENS
at the City of Santa Fe, the capital, on From the records:
; and do nothing, neither does God make suits.
A.
1909.
(Court
J.
McQUITTY.
D.
Attest:
A.
of
March,
"T
riiil last rear, and that's the this fourth day
a man or woman, boy or girl a ChrisNATHAN JAFFA,
Seal.)
(Seal.)
tian to stand idle and ao nothing in truth."
Pro. Recorded Feb. 14. 1903.
Mexico.
New
then?"
of
sound
a
Secretary
had
locomotive
build
the
"Thev
We
joyous
his kingdom.
of
of Pennsylvania, InCommonwealth
Order
were
had.
of
The
Independent
Charter
They
"I should say they
engines to go ahead and bring with
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
surance
unsold
of
Puritans.
?
Department
them long trains full of goods to the the fire bells, and my stock
1909.
Christmas stuff
Be it known, that the subscribers
Harrisburg, February 27,
v:
great markets of the world. They are but heavily insured
hereto having associated ' themselves . I, David Martin, Insurance Commis- not made to stand still and remain was burned." Judge.

SUNDAY IN
THE CHURCHES

idle. They are made to be as active
as any locomotive in the land. Each
one is required to work for the glory
and honor of the Lord. Each one
should bring as many carloads as possible of this world's goods and people
into the kingdom of our Lord. Each
Christian should be a blazing torch in
the night of sin. We have many Bibles
at home lying on our shelves, but
every member of the church should be
a walking Bible, always proclaiming
heavenly truth.
4. Good Works Before Ordained.
God created the angels to work for
the glory and honor of his kingdom,
and they have always been doing what
they were ordained to do. They are
ministering spirits going everywhere
through space comforting the sorrow
ing, strengthening the weak, guiding
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offices, books and records at the county Feat of their respective counties,
and
them to remw.i from office upon violation of the act. Evidently, the object of Section 633 was
to compel county commissioners to remove the offices when the new court
house aud jail should be completed
and to impose a severe punishment for
failure to do go;
As you say, during the pendency of
the injunction suit which has been
brought, no action need be taken by

charge of conspiring with two Mexicans to steal some calves belonging
to various ranching outfits west of
here.
Mrs. Klasner is well known
in Roswell and has many friends here
who hope that the charge will prove
to be without foundation iu fact.

nifv
rnpipol
J iwu
VI
I

MONDAY,

X
X
X
Roswell Daily Record.
X
Lincenses
Granted On
Marriage
X
X last Saturday Probate Clerk George
X Armijo granted marriage licenses to
Francisco Romero y
d tue following:
26
and
Doloritas Vigil, aged
Rae1,
aged
,

X
6.

forecast for Xew
Mexico: Local showers to
night or Tuesday with stationary temperature.

xxxxxxxxx

A mmnlete line of school hnnt
school supplies at Weltmer's.
uth or 25!Santa Fe; Rutherford
Opera House Bv rennet tnnixhf
and Tnto PiirrAiicrlia
ajrpd
Hicks,
only, "The Last Days of Ponmeii."
The
Probate Court Tomorrow Probate aged 26, both of Albuquerque.
court will meet tomorrow at the im- . latter couple were married in the ofprovised court bouse on Bridge street. fice of the probate clerk by Justice of
Meet Tonight Montezuma Lodge the Peace Jose Maria Garcia,
Heald Hall Dedicated The down-- j
Xo. 1, A. V. and A. M. will tonight j
of rain in Albuquerque yester-- j
pour
hold a regular meeting beginning at
S o'clock.
day, somewhat kept down the attend-- '
Bankers to Meet The bankers of ance at the dedication of Heald hall
Industrial
Congregational
the Territory will meet in convention of the
at Santa Fe on the fourteenth of this School, but the exercises were im-- j
pressive nevertheless. The mission
month.
'
Do Not Overlook It Do not fail to school teachers who were to have atread the special guarantee offer of tended the closing services at the
the Racket Store. The advertisement Congregational church at Albuquerone could not do so because the roads
elsewhere.
appears
New Bridge and Wagon Road W. were impassable.
Damage By Flood Yesterday afterM. Woody has moved back to
y
noon
another big flood came down the
from Taos, having built a substantial bridge and fine wagon road Arroyo Mascarenas. north of town
and carried with it fences and fruiti
from Glenwoody to Taos.
cow and a pig came floating
Fiesta at Tome The historic fiesta trees. A
down
the
muddy stream. The cow
at Tome, Valencia county takes place
watthis week, September 8. The Peralta was rescued but the pig found a
For
the
several
grave.
ery
hours,
Jarales and Manzano fiestas also take
Fe river was higher than it
Santa
this
month.
place
Short Orders All Night The Coro-nad- has been for several years and during
waters
Restaurant is now serving short the night the rush of its ocean.
like the boom of the
sounded
orders day and night. A night cook
Sunday Morninghas been engaged and short orders are TneMany Drunks
early hours Sunday morn.ng were
being served at any hour.
uciguuui nuuu
V
Bm Flood
in Canadian A Hnnri- .i.
.
.
the Plaza by a large number of drunk- ,
,

the county treasurer towards trans
ferring his office, even though requested by the commissioners to do so, but
I assume that the injunction is broad
enough to prevent any action in that
direction by any of the county ofiicers.
Yours truly,

FRANK W. CLANCY,
Attorney General.
Forest Service Appointments.
The following forest service appointments have been recommended
in District No. 3, which includes New
Mexico: Gladys M. Childers, forest
clerk, Manzano National Forest; Hon,
and Charles H. Woden, forest guards
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and wit has much care as a physician
would study a new case in theraputlcs.
What would be said of a physician, if,
when he had a difficult case, he would'
get out of patience and talk wildlv
and boisterously, and say that he
would have nothing to do with such a

case?
When we as teachers study our
work and study the natures of the
children under our care and the adaptability of our teaching to their needs
as the lawyer or the doctor studies his
work and the special cases brousrht to
him, then our work will rise to the dignity of a science and an art, and until
we do this, it will not be worthy to be
styled even an ordinary calling.
It is not enough for the physician to
know the different kinds of medicine,
nor for the lawyer to know the various rulings and decisions of higher
courts, but must know how these fit
the case in hand. So it is not enough
for the teacher to know grammar and
arithmetic and the rules governing
these sciences, but she must know
their adaptability to the capacity of
the child's mind at different periods

Arkansas National Forest: H. C. of development.
Stewart, forest guard, Carson NationIt is well for the business man, and
al Forest; J. W. Wallace, forest the professional man in
law, science,
guard hunter. Alamo National Forest. or theology to have his
general reading such as newspapers and monthlies,
SCHOOL DAYS AND
yet he can not afford to neglect a
GOLDEN RULE DAYS. course of reading in his special line of
work. It is just so with us as teachUnusually Large Enrollment Marks ers. No difference how much general
the Beginning' of Santa Fe's
reading we may do, we can not afford
to neglect to read constantly and care- School Year.
runy along the line of our special
This morning the doors of Santa work. For no difference how well we
Fe's schools were thrown open to com- - may have done our work in the
past
V QTl
T
l
nm n nlinnl
we should do it better in the future
at nine 0clock the pup.jg presented No difference how high our ideain
themselves for enrollment and the have been in the past, thev should h
mK
j
higher in the future. So let us enter
upon our work for this year with a de' termination to do better and more effective work than we have ever done
before. The children need such serv8,011 was held durin
ice and the parents expect it. Shall
which tUe PUP
were enrolled and assigned lessons. we meet the needs and the
expectaTomorrow school begins in real earn- tions? It is the earnest desire of
your
est.
superintendent that we shall.
Teachers Met on Saturday.
On last Saturday the teachers met
to map out a program for the school
year. At this meeting Professor Wood
was present and made the following
WOOL MARKET.
Vl

4. 1

i

" '"f

seven thiry tonight in the office of the
nLv n,hf
, Bmn'
clerk the Santa Fe school hoard will were seen hardlv able to navigate
hold a regular meeting. All members because of their maudlin condition.
are requested to he on hand.
1-1-2
Pictures That Can's Be Beat The
2
Result of Baby Contest The winbest
subjects yet shown at the Elks'
ners of the purses at the baby show
contest at the opera house were: Vio- theatre are on for this week. Follow- is the program: "A Somnambullet Lowitzki, first; Charles McKay, ing
Under Spanish
istic
Come in and ask about the Coupon system which
Hero," Love
second; Gilbert Williams, third.
"A
to
Visit
London Zoolo-the
Skies,"
rpc.H.
Labor Day at Albuquerque Union
saves you 2
St. - Louis, Mo.. Sept. 6.
" "Bottled Up," "Plain
per cent in addition to our low prices.
Wool,
Fellow Teachers and
labor men at Albuquerque held a gical Gardens,
steady;
territory and western medi
"Grin and Win," "Cured by
We are about to enter upon another
picnic this afternoon at which ad-- , Mame,"
ums, 2328; fine mediums, 22(5)24
dresses were delivered by District At- 'Gymnastics," "Bondsman's Fate," "An year's work. The result of this work, fine, 1319.
"A
Valuable
Lover,"
Ingenious
Hat,"
Phone No.
torney George S. Klock and Justice of
good or bad, must stand through time
Phone No. 4
LIVE STOCK.
"Manufacturing Steel," "The Faithful and through eternity as a witness for
the Peace George R. Craig.
Kansas City, Sept. 6. Cattle Re"
Old
Pere
Milon,"
Horse,"
"Blessings
or
us. We are not to show
Took Alleged Kidnaper to Roswell
ceipts 20,000,
2,000 south"Ten our against
Sheriff Charles L. Ballard of Roswell Sometimes Come Disguised."
handicraft with plane or chisel on erns. Market including
to 10 lower. Nasteady
in
Bar
Room."
a
Morrison's
Nights'
came to Albuquerque today to take
ishable timber or marble but
tive steers $4$.507.75;
southern
with him.back to Chaves county, Mrs. orchestra will play tonight.
immortal mlnds wnich perslIl not
steers $3.004.60;
southern cows
Has a Brother in New Mexico The
it is very necessary that the
Lucy McNeill, a colored woman, arare still looking for the Sery man understands his business of $2.253.80; native cows and heifers
&
rested on Saturday on a kidnaping
$2.00(a)5.50; stackers and feeders $2 75
brother
of
William J. Young, who pruning and training the tender
charge.
5.50; bulls $2.503.75; calves $3.50
twigs
was fatally injured in a hand car ac- - that
Every Description of work in our line done to order
they, may develop into beautiful
Opera House Tonight, Grand Gala
8.00; western steers
$3.65 6.75;
near
cident
Hannibal and who died fruit bearing trees, hut infinitely more western cows
GAME HEADS MOTTNTFT)
Labor Day show. Pour reels, eight pic
$2.504.50.
Of his injuries in a Hannibal hosnital.
A
n
a
li
D1flOC
n
tnnnlinH
flint
tures. See "A Modern Youth."
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
ivvvooh.i jr x& It iLUat LI1C
UUUCl" . Hogs
Receipts 5,000.
Market
eiiTS Dut was stands the
Wt,s d8eu cluouI ou
Noon
at
Arrivals
of child na- - steady. Bulf of sales $7.85810-heavthe
Hotels
early
budding
Send for prices for tanning and lining
.never
-.
able
to
after
the
tell
accident
u.
Palace B. P. Shull, Deming. Claire
u
iuic iuai ue may uam
ine
$7.908.15; packers and butchfurs and hides for rugs and robes
Anything fof his history or where he mind3 of those entrusted toangni
B. C. Speer,
her care, ers $7.908.171-2- ;
Truchas; Max Haas, lived
light $7.758.10:
A
mortem
post
that
revealed
A1 Beem to recognize the
Denver; J. R. O'Connor, Chicago; H.
Highest prices paid for raw furs uf all kinds
importance pigs $5.50. 7.25.
death was the result of a hemorrhage of the
W.
E.
W.
Webb
Curry,
Frantz,
436 Canon Road FRANK F
City,
physician's knowing the nature
Sheep
Receipts 8,000.
His brother is and the laws
Market
rnon Black 19
GORMLEY Merchandise
Mo.; C. E. Newcomer, C. M. Foraker, of the spinal cord.
goveming the physical strong. Muttons $4.255.25;
to
SANTA FE. N. M.
live in a mining came,
supposed
i
(om witv, wm.i r, i.,,4
Albuquerque.
range wethers $4.00rffi5 fiO
within forty miles of Santa Fe. A the nature anA
Captain Green Lands Good Job
nnwfir nf the Hflsps range ewes
$3.254.75.
S
lived
formerly
W.
J.
afwhlch
was
who
Captain
Green,
he administers and their
superChicago, Sept. 6. Cattle T?
and
there
are
.
,
business
also,
iV
intendent of the territorial peniten
launiLj iu uie case iu iianu ' Jyei now 26,000. Market best to
.men of that name in Taos county.
steady. Others
manv tn
tob11m
lm
tiary until recently, has been appoint
10 lower.
Beeves $4.158.00; Texas
'
DAILY WEATHER REPORT.
ed to take charge of a division of the
the teacher's knowing and understand- - steers
western steers
$4.155.30;
secret service on the Coast Lines of
Saturday, Sept. 4, 1909. ling the
and the adapta- - $4.356.30; stockers and feeders
$3.25
Maximum
temperature 72 degrees hility of her teaching to the
the Santa Fe system.
5.20; cows and heifers
9ft
m
i
Utnlmnn
$2.256
Nicholson ,Back in Albun
p.
i,illlllllLllu rcmpwrtiure. xei tne true teacher s calling is as
$6.258.25;
bhenff Jesus Romero has landed 01 uegiees ai a:w a. m. Mean tem- - much above the physician's calling as
Hogs
Receipts 28,000. Market
James H. xVicholson, who was arrest-- , l'erature 4 degrees. Departure from the child's mind is above the child's
ed at Tucson, Arizona, in the Berna-- ' normal 0 degrees. Relative humidity body. The leacher should exercise as steady. Light $7.808.35; mixed $6.75
a- m8.3a; heavy $7.408.35;
72 l)er centlillo county jail on the charge of hav-Relative hunt- much watchcare, thought and gentlerough $7.40
7.65; good to choice
m6
at
C6
heavy $7.65)
ing cashed two worthless drafts at '?ity
Per centness in her work as does the physibulk of sales
hl'midity average for the day, cian in amputating a diseasea member L3fiJ3igS
Nicholson is a
$7.858.20.
w Per cent. Precipitation for the 24
paper man.
m seiuiig a uroiven nmD. 1 imagine
Sheep
Bloody Scrap. at Clovis- - At Clovis,!hoi'rs endlnS at midnight 0.08 of an j heard some one say: "That is over
Receipts 18,OOo! Market
10 higher; native
Curry county, members of a carnival
$2.754.90; westdrawing the comparison, for we all ern
Sunday, Sept. 5, 1909.
$3.004.90;
troupe had a bloody fight among tnem- lmow tnat a little carelessness in set- yearlings $4.50
Maximum temperature 68 degrees
5.50; lambs $4.707.75; western
selves, with the result that a negro
$4.60
tlng a broken limb may result in leav- 7.85.
lies in the hospital with a severe
the body limp and distorted for
.Mr
I;;'1!'
wound to his head and the manager
::z life" Teachers, how many PeoPie are If
of the concern was fined $50 for
you want anvthlni? nn
going through life today with poor,
2
normal
minus
degrees. Relative weak, distorted minds
threatening the life of another negro.
a New Mexican want "ad."
because
those
Another Fire at Military Institut- e- humidity at 6 a. m. 87 per cent. Rela minds did not
receive proper care and
COAL AND WOOD
tive numidity at 6 p. m. 87 per cent.
Fire was discovered In the now
in early life?
setting
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
german barracks of the New Mexico Relative humidity, average for the
There are people all about us who
Institute at Roswell on Sat day, 84 per cent. Lowest temperature
Military
Screened Raton Lump
$4.50 per ton
are
making a failure of life because of
56
last
during
it
night
and
took
fire
the
urday
degrees. Precip
monero
department
5,25
New Mexico
improper
tor
6b
teaching and training, lm
the
two hours of hard work to squelch itation
hours ending at 6
Co.
Cerrillos "
6.00"
the flames in sixty tons of Gallup a. m. today 1.01 of an inch. Temper- - Pressea wlttt ttle Proper example of
In their
n
thft itenpllAr
nt Cu a.
r lieerpPK
Qtiiv.a tx
a t Anita
'
AJ
w.w AQtiln
j
Anthracite Coal all siaes
slack coal that had caught
in. LUUd . nn
Are
uajo, xxuu
Sawed Wood and Kindling
Itat mo woa
Yiit ii.f .nn.,
aci Elicit,
riht
L33sees of the Great SALT LAKE )
" hprp
j
through
iiiajr uui,
spontaneous combustion.
Smithing Coal
All Kinds of Steam Coal.
Pension for Mrs. Davis Attorney GALLEGOS DENIES ACCUSATION, be said of any of you, as It has been
said of teachers past, that you some
Benjamin M. Read, has been advised
times keep so late hours at night that
(Continued from Page One.)
Estancia, NewMexico
the
commissioner
of
by
that
pensions
v
Near , T. & S. F. Depot.
come
to
Phone 85.. Office
school
you
next
the
Garfiirf
"
Mrs.
L.
day
Jane
Davis, widow of the late
M
teMl.mthe sleepy, sour and crabbid and so unfitted
Jefferson Davis whe died in this city which would, in effect, nullify
for your work as to cause the pupils
of
the
statute.
requirement
last February, has been allowed $12
to say: "O well, we must excuse her
Yours truly,
per month pension from March 1, 1909.
as she was out late last night and does
FRANK
W.
CLANCY.
as
k
Captain Davis served In Company C, '
s
not feel like teaching today."
General.
Constantly on Hand a Supply of
Atl0ey
Pennsylvania infantry and in Company Removal of
We as teachers are teaching all the
County Offices to Carrizozo
Third
Md
R.
H.
I,
CLEAN, DRY STOCK SALT
NAVAJO AND
time whether In school or out of school
Hon. u. v. Safford.
Santa Fe Road Sitll Tied Up
by our example, and we can not be too
Traveling Auditor,
More washouts have put the train
CHIMAYO
Santa Fe. N. M.
careful of that example, as our own
service of the Santa Fe west of Albu
For Prices and Terms Address
Dear Sir: I have received von r let-- example has much to do with the
querque on the bum. Trains Nos. 8
BLANKETS
01
Zbm
tne
ter
NEW MEXICO SALT COMPANY
lnst" In whlcn yu ask proper Svernment of our pupils. I
and 4 from the west had not reached
Estancia N, M.
Santa Fe this noon. This time it is ' an I)Inlon as t0 whether or not the firmly believe that there is no child so
wciwmci ui
not only one washout but a series of
vuuniy uiu uaj v tiviuub uui mitt, me lenaer
them ail tne way east from Needles, shall remove his office from Lincoln to cords of his nature may be touched
California, that has shot the train Carrizozo at the direction of the coun-- and made to vibrate harmoniously by
ty commissioners, before a court house tne true teacher. So, teachers, when
schedules to pieces.
j
has been completed, as required by "we have those under our care who
SOUVENIER POSTAL CARDS
The very first question a stranger
Section 633 of the Compiled Laws of seem careless, wayward, and even de- - JULIUS MEYERS. President.
asks on entering a city, is: "Can you
FRED FORNOFF,
.
tell me a srood nlace in wtuph I nn seems 10
EARL
or
nor
SOOTT. Secretary.
out
make
on
us
it
but
the
let
get
patience,
compulsory
T,:;
commissioners to cause to' be study those dispositions as earnestly
vicftw Tnih we
county
PPe,r'
cat t consclen iosly
Denver;
.
All Ladies who visit the store will receive a free soavenire
T,oved tQ the new county .8eat all
A
"
.ls
We will shortly have in a full line of
ban3nJec,iauf
records, offices and prisoners when-hImin
dis- .
Mexican Straw Hats at 50cts. each
AN IDEAL PLACE FOK
Se
1 ?
it
Pleted. but it does not clearly
?
VACATION,
PrX;f be
historic
reaSD
great6St
clisurroundings,
that
the
removal
7
delightful
VI'
not
to
!
8roear
ought
THE
OLD CURIO
all
you set more for your he made untn the
mate, magnificent scenery, fine fishare con.
buildings
money at THE ALBANY than at any
ing, hunting, horseback riding, etc.
In this connection, we
strpcted.
S.
Proprietor.
Good
notel.
eating, comfortable quarters.
bear In mind the provisions of
ttmld
301-30Mrs. Klasner Under Arrest Word
Consumptives positively not received.
87
San
of
Laws
of
Francisco
the
which
1907,
N.
Chapter
Sew
Santa
Fe.
Meiico
Street,
Valley
M,
Raid,
it
has come of the arrest of Mrs. L. C. '
Eight miles from Glorieta, where all
specifically require all sheriffs,
Address, J. P. Miller, Prop. Santa Fe trains ston.
in Lincoln county on the urers and probate clerks to keep their
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